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P.O. Box ~o 
Durham, NH 03824 
November 2, 1983 
The attached package includes a modification of the BROOf. model. 
BROOK is being used at many universities in the northeastern U.S. 
and at several institutions in Europe. Continued demand has led 
me to provide a version that is easier to use. 
The new model is called BROOK2. It differs from the original 
BROOK only in its Fortran coding and it~ input order. BBOQ.K2 
siill~ .the ~a m.e 12121~12.t .t.ha.t .B.BQQJ) .s:li.d f..t.2m .t.b.e ~~ m.e .§~.t gf .s:l.a.ta, 
with the exception of one slight bug that has been fixed in 
snowmelt. The main reasons for recoding the model were to make 
input organization easier, to use disk files instead of cards, 
and to make the program easier to follow and thus to alter. 
Structured programming using the IF-THEN-ELSE statement of 
Fortran 77 clarifies the model flow. 
Input requirements have changed slightly while retaining the 
basic structure of the parameter and data inputs. Variable names 
within the program have not been changea. Output format has 
changed only slightly. Multiple parameter sets can no longer be 
included in one run. There is no limit on the number of 
consecutive years that can be run as data is read in one year at 
a time. 
Two problems mentioned on p. 45 have been fixed. New LAI and SAI 
functions and new EZDEP and VZDEP values can now be supplied at 
any day. However some caution is still needeo because the LAI, 
SAI functions are still given on a calendar year, not a water 
year basis. A revised page 45-46 is includeo. 
Chapter E is totally rewritten. Chapter S is omitted as 
variables are defined in the program listing. 
BROOK2 has been tested enough so that I do not believe there are 
any problems. However, many combinations of input-output options 
have not been tried. Please inform rae of any bugs you may find. 
BROOr.2 will not be available on cards, but if you send a magnetic 
tape and your specifications for writing on it, I will put th~ 
program and the test input and output data on the tape. .Beweve~ 
-!•will e& et:tt ef t'Ae eeiaRtry from Juu.Jary te ~&c;eR1eer Qf i;~4 alld 
a~eble te previae this setvice. 
BROO~ Oser& 
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I urge anyone now using BROOK to convert to BROOK2 if they are 
considering any program modification, and to send a tape as soon 
as possible to obtain the model. 
Sincerely yours, 
C. ANTHONY FEDERER 
Principal Soil Scientist 
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A hydrologic model called BROOK simulates water budgets for forest 
land in the eastern United States. BROOK is a water-yield model for 
small a~eas; it was not designed to simulate flood peaks or watersheds 
with multiple aspects. It operates with a daily time interval, and 
requires daily precipitation and daily mean temperature as input 
variables. BROOK can simulate hardwood, conifer, mixed, cleared, and 
regrowing vegetation types, but these types must be uniform over the 
watershed. Partial cuts cannot be simulated. Evapotranspiration is 
divided into five components and streamflow- into three components. The 
model was calibrated and verified using experimental watersheds at the 
Hubbard B~ook Experimental Forest in New Hampshire and the Coweeta 
Hydrologic Laboratory in North Carolina. 
BROOK was designed to study the response of streamflow on different 
slopes and aspects to cover changes caused by harvesting and regrowth or 
by conversion from hardwoods to conifers. It has also been used to 
examine streamf low response to different hardwood transpiration charac-
teristics, to estimate soil-water deficits prior to floods, to estimate 
soil water available for tree growth, as a base for nutrient concentra-
tion modeling, and as a teaching tool • 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Hydrologic simulation aims at answering quantitative questions about 
the behavior of water in a watershed. Such questions might be: Row does 
changing plant cover affect streamflow? What peak flow will occur from a 
given amount of rain? Does the soil dry enough to limit plant growth? 
For any time interval, the input of water to a watershed minus the 
output of water from the watershed must equal the change of storage of 
water within the watershed. Water is neither c=eated nor destroyed within 
the system because any net difference between photosynthesis and respira-
tion is negligible. This conservation of mass of water is the basis for 
hydrologic simulation. 
A simulation model is a set of equations that represent the behavior 
over time of significant flow and storage processes within a system. The 
equations are usually combined in a digital computer program, together 
with necessary input and output control. A simulation is run by applying 
a set of input data to the program to obtain a set of output. For a 
hydrologic simulation, the input includes precipitation, weather data, 
and watershed characteristics; and the output is simulated streamflow, and 
perhaps various storages such as snow and soil-water content. 
Hydrologic simulation was developed in the 1960's. The principles 
for building models are now well established, though some processes are 
still not understood in detail. Many similar models are available and 
their similarities and differences have been described (Fleming 1975). 
The Stanford Watershed Model (Crawford and Linsley 1966).was the 
first complicated, general-purpose model. The National Weather Service 
has adapted the Stanford model for flood forecasting (National Weather 
Service 1972). Huff and others (1977) greatly modified the Stanford model 
for studying water movement as a component of terrestrial ecosystems. A 
general model primarily for agricultural watersheds is also available 
(Holtan and others 1975). These are complex models requiring many input 
parameters and, usually, detailed precipitation and weather data. 
At the other extreme are models that include only the simplest 
representation of evapotranspiration and soil-water storage (Diskin and 
others 1973; Haan 1972). These models are based on simple soil-water 
budgeting first proposed by Thornthwaite (1948) and are useful for monthly 
periods, whereas the complex models often work with fractions of a day. 
Many models fall between the two extremes (Bergstr8m and Forsman 
1973; Knapp and others 1975). Such models usually work with daily time 
intervals, and are developed for more specific purposes than the general 
models. BROOK is such a model. 
This paper describes the BROOK model, its purposes, development, 
programing, use, and problems. We have tried to be complete, leaving no 
questions unanswered. The user who wants to run the model as soon as 
possible need read only Chapters 4 and 8. The reader who is·most 
interested in ho~ ~ell BROOK works can look first at Chapter 5. 
- l -
In BROOK we have tried to include each important hydrologic process, 
to uae physically realistic equations for these processes, and to define 
parameters as physically measurable properties of a watershed. In some 
processes we have succeeded and in oth~rs we have not. The proliferation 
of hydrologic models implies that there is still no standard way to de-
scribe many hydrologic processes. Most readers will feel that they would 
do something differently. After several years of struggling with this 
model our standard response to suggested improvement is, "Go ahead and 
try it yourself." 
,_ 
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CHAPTER 2. WHY ANOTHER HYDROLOGIC MODEL? 
With such a surfeit of models already in the literature it is very 
reasonable to ask: "Why present another one?" The answer is that we 
believe ours is more useful for certain kinds of problems and certain 
kinds of users than any other we know of. 
BROOK was designed primarily for one purpose: to study changes in 
streamflow from eastern forests that are likely to occur because of changes 
in cover type caused by forest management. A secondary purpose is the 
simulation of soil-water content for flood, drought, and nutrient studies. 
Some studies that have already been done are described in Chapter 6. 
BROOK is a lumped parameter model--all parts of the watershed are 
assumed to behave similarly so there is no spatial variation. Conse-
quently, it is designed only for b'"1Dall watersheds, up to several hundred 
hectares. It is also designed as a water yield model and cannot be used 
to study peak flows. 
BROOK may also be used as a learning tool because it includes all of 
the important hydrologic processes. The mathematical part of the model 
requires only about 100 FORTRAN statements, so it is not difficult to 
comprehend. As with all simulation models, the greatest learning occurs 
in the scientists who developed it. BROOK has indicated areas in which 
hydrologic knowledge is inadequate, so more theoretical and experimental 
work is needed. These areas are described in Chapters 4 and 7. 
Modelers can be divided into two schools of thought. Some believe 
that general-purpose models can be developed to answer any questions that 
anyone might want to ask. Other modelers believe that a new model should 
be developed to answer each specific question because no general-purpose 
model can be as good as a special-purpose one. BROOK lies somewhere 
between these extremes. It can be used to study several kinds of hydrologic 
questions, but only on small forested watersheds in the eastern United 
States. 
General use of more complex models is often precluded because of the 
required input variables. Hourly precipitation, daily solar radiation, 
and atmospheric humidity are not available for many locations. So we used 
only daily precipitation and mean daily temperature as input variables. 
A final reason for developing our own model is that we could use new 
kinds of equations for some processes. In BROOK, interception is based on 
available energy rather than on storm size. The variable source area 
concept is included. Evaporation components are separated and made to 
depend on leaf area index and stem area index. Water movement in the soil 
is calculated from estimates of the hydraulic conductivity of the soil. 
BROOK is far from a perfect model, but we hope it will be useful. 
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CHAPTER 3. HUBBARD BROOK A.'n> COWEETA WATERSHEDS 
Every hydrologic model requires data from one or more watersheds for 
its development. We chose Watersheds 2 and 3 on the Hubbard Brook Exper-
imental Forest in central New Hampshire and Watersheds 13 and 14 at the 
Coweeta Bydrologic Laboratory in western North Carolina. 
Hubbard Brook Watershed) (H3) is 42 ha and its elevation ranges from 
525 to 730 m. It is completely covered by beech-birch-maple forest about 
60 years old and 20 m tall. The watershed lid, a plane fitted to the 
perimeter of the watershed, has a slope of 12.1• at an aspect of S2J.2•w. 
Average rooting depth (EZDEP in the model) is about 635 mm. 
Hubbard Brook Watershed 2 (B2) is adjacent to HJ. It is 16 ha and 
has nearly the same range of elevation. Its watershed lid slopes 18.5° 
at an aspect of S30.9•E. Before 1965, its forest cover was similar to 
HJ. In December of 1965 it was deforested, and all slash was left in 
place (Hornbeck and others 1970). In the summers of 1966, 1967, and 1968, 
herbicides were applied to prevent regrowth. Since 1968 there has been 
regrowth. 
Coweeta Watershed 14 (Cl4) is 61 ha, and its elevation ranges from 
710 to 1010 m; it bas a slope of 18° facing Nso•w. Mature Appalachian 
hardwoods, primarily oak, hickory, and yellow poplar, cover the water-
shed. Average rooting depth (EZDEP) is about 900 mm (Lloyd Swift, 
personal communication 1975). 
Coweeta Watershed 13 (Cl3) contains 16 ha, an elevation ranging 
from 740 to 910 m, and a slope of 17° at N6o•E. In 1940, the forest was 
cut without removal of products. The hardwood forest was allowed to 
regrow until 1962 when the vegetation was again all cut and left in place. 
Since then there has been natural regrowth. 
At Hubbard Brook, a generally thin layer of glacial till is depos-
ited over and is totally discontinuous with an impermeable, unweathered, 
schistose bedrock. At Coweeta, the residual soil is deep and grades 
continuously into a tight, but locally fractured, gneiss. The different 
geologies produce a marked difference in streamflow response between the 
two areas. 
At Coweeta it seldom snows; and any snow melts rapidly. At Hubbard 
Brook there is snowpack from December into April; the snowpack often . 
stores more than 250 mm of water. This contrast causes further differ-
ence in streamflow behavior between the areas. Because of this contrast, 
a model that works at both watersheds is likely to work elsewhere in the 
eastern United States. 
Daily precipitation for each watershed at Hubbard Brook was calcu-
lated by the Thiessen polygon method from several standard gages in or 
near the watershed. Daily precipitation at each standard gage is obtained 
by prorating weekly catches in a nearby recording gage (Station 1.) Daily 
mean temperature for H2 and B3 was obtained from the average of daily 
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maximum and minimum temperatures from a thermograph near the foot of 
both watersheds (Station 1). 
Precipitation data for the Coweeta watersheds was obtained from a 
single recording rain gage located near the foot of bo!h watersheds 
(Recording gage 6). Daily mean temperature was calculated as the average 
of daily maximum and minimum temperatures from a thermograph at the same 
location. 
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CHAPTER 4. EQUATIONS AND PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL 
Levels and rates 
The model has five internal storage compartments: intercepted snow 
(INTSN 0) s n·ow on the ground (SNOW); water in the root zone (!ZONE); 
water in unsaturated soil below the root zone (UZONE); and groundwater 
(GWZONE). Storage is expressed as depth of water in mm. The root zone 
includes a subcompartment that represents water that can evaporate from 
the soil surface (EVW). Flow of water can occur between pairs of these 
compartments, as well as from precipitation (PRECIP) and to evapotran-
apiration (EVAP), deep seepage (SEEP), and atreamflow (STRFLO) (Fig. 
4-1). The flow rates are expressed in mm/day. 
In any dynamic model, storages or levels must be carefully differ-
entiated from flows or rates. When all movement stops, all rates become 
zero, while all storages may have some non-zero value. Flow rates and 
their time-integrated totals must also be distinguished. This confusion 
occurs frequently in hydrology when daily streamflow is given units of 
mm/day, when the daily total flow in mm is meant. 
BROOK is a finite difference model. This means that rates are 
assumed to be constant over some time interval (DT). The rates may depend 
on the storages at the beginning of the interval. At the end of each 
interval, time integration is determined by the continuity equation 
new storage • old storage + (input rates - output rates) * DT 
The length of DT is an important and early decision that must be made 
in developing a hydrologic model. Choice of DT depends on the purpose of 
the model. Por prediction of flood peaks, DT' s as small as 15 minutes 
have been used. For water yield models such as BROOK, a DT of 1 day is 
convenient because the detailed timing of streamflow is not important. 
In BROOK, DT is an explicit variable though its value is always 1 day. 
This helps to differentiate between levels and rates and keeps the 
equations dimensionally consistent. BROOK also uses a shorter time in-
terval for the part of the model that includes water movement into and 
through the soil. The length of this interval varies with the amount of 
water involved. This is described in the section on flow iterations. 
Input variables 
Another important decision involves the meteorological variables 
that will be used to drive the model. The rates of input as rain or snow 
and those of output as evapotranspiration must be determined partly or 
wholly from the input variables. Snowmelt rates also may be determined 
by these meteorologic variables. 
For precipitation, the choice is straightforward. For a DT of 1 day, 
daily precipitation is the logical input. Daily precipitation is readily 
available and is measured at all weather stations. We must then assume 
that the precipitation occurs at a constant rate (PRECIP) through 1 day; 
PRECIP is the daily precipitation/DT. In Chapter 8 we describe how sub-












Figure 4-1. Block diagram of the BROOK model. 
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precipitation through the day. There is no provision in BROOK for com-
bining precipitation measured at several locations, nor for correcting 
for differences in elevation between the gage and the watershed. 
Meteorological variables that affect evapotranspiracion and snowmelt 
include, in order of decreasing importance, solar radiation, atmospheric 
humidity, atmospheric temperature, longwave radiation, and wind speed. 
Unfortunately, solar radiation is measured routinely at only a few loca-
tions in the United States, longwave radiation is measured hardly anywhere, 
and humidity and wind are measured only at first order weather stations. 
Solar and longwave radiation can be estimated from sky cover or percent 
sunshine, but these also are only available !rom first order stations. 
First order stations usually are separated by 100 or more miles. In 
northern New England there are stations only at Burlington, Vt., Concord, 
N. H., and Portland and Caribou, Maine. None is representative of the 
mountains where Hubbard Brook is located. On the other hand, atmospheric 
temperature, or at least its daily mean, is measured routinely wherever 
precipitation is measured. An interesting debate is whether to extrapo-
late first order data over long distances, or to use only the temperature 
data from local weather stations. For BROOK to be as widely useful as 
possible, the mean daily temperature (TEMP) is the only required atmos-
pheric variable besides precipitation. 
Temperature varies with elevation and aspect. If the elevation of 
the station where temperature is measured differs considerably from the 
mean elevation of the watershed, a correction should be made. The tem-
perature can be assumed to decrease 0.65°C/100 m increase in elevation. 
North-facing slopes usually are cooler than south-facing slopes. However 
if temperature is measured at a valley weather station, this difference 
is not considered by the BROOK model. This is the case for our Coweeta 
simulations. On the Other hand, Hubbard Brook simulations use temperatures 
measured on the same aspect as the watersheds. 
Potential evapotranspiration 
Potential evapotranspiration (PE) has been defined in several ways, 
arid can be calculated in even more ways. For the BROOK model we can use 
a very loose definition that considers PE as an index to the demand of 
the atmosphere for water. Therefore PE equals the actual evapotranspira-
tion when there is no intercepted water on the canopy and when soil water 
does not limit evapotranspiration. This definition applies at all times 
of year. 
If all of the atmospheric variables mentioned in the preceding section 
are available, PE can be rigorously defined and calculated from the phys-
ically based "combination" or Penman-type equation (Thom and Oliver 1977). 
But if daily mean temperature is the only data available, an estimate of 
PE must be made by an empirical method. 
The Thornthwaite (1948) method is widely used, but it gives zero PE 
when mean temperature is less than o•c, so there can be no soil or snow 
evaporation in winter. 
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Ramon (1963) developed a simple equation that does not go to zero 
in winter but provides essentially the same annual total as that of 
Thornthwaite. We use the Hamon equation in BROOK. In mm/day 
PE • 0.1651 * DAYL * RHOSAT 
where DAYL is time from sunrise to sunset in multiples of 12 hours, and 
RHOSAT is the saturated vapor density in g/m3 at the daily mean 
temperature (TEMP). 
RHOSAT • 216.7 * ESAT / (TEMP+ 273.3) 
ESAT • 6.108 *EXP (17.26939 *TEMP/ (TEMP+ 237.3)) 
where ESAT is the saturated vapor pressure in m~ at the given TEMP. The 
!SAT equation is from Murray (1967), and is also used here for tempera-
tures below 0°C. DAYL is obtained from date, latitude, slope, and 
aspect of the watershed by Swift's (1976) procedure. 
In Chapter 6 we describe how the Hamon calculation gives values that 
are too low for Coweeta. As a simple correction in the model we arbi-
trarily allow the Hamon PE to be multiplied by a constant called PEC. 
For Coweeta we needed a PEC of 1.2, but for Hubbard Brook PEC • 1.0. For 
lack of any other data, users at other locations may assume this is an 
effect of latitude and interpolate appropriately. 
Slope-aspect correction 
South-facing slopes are often drier than north-facing slopes. Their 
greater exposure to sunlight produces higher evapotranspiration. The 
difference is greatest at the winter solstice (December 22) and least, in 
fact almost nonexistent, on moderate slopes at the summer solstice (June 
21). Potential insolation is defined as the solar radiation flux density 
that would reach the earth's surface if there were no atmospheric absorp-
tion, reflection, or scattering. We define a ratio (RS) of the potential 
insolation on a given slope to the potential insolation on a horizontal 
surface for the same date and latitude. Swift (1976) suggests that RS 
can be used as an index to the relative energy available to adjacent 
slopes. We used Swift's (1976) algorithm to calculate RS. Table 4-1 
shows how RS varies with date for Cl4 and HJ. 
Radiation does not affect all evaporation processes equally. Evapo-
ration of intercepted rain and snow often occurs shortly after a storm 
when skies are still cloudy. At such times more energy is supplied from 
the air, which may be warmer and drier than the surface, than from radia-
tion. Evaporation from the snowpack is affected most by the humidity of 
the air, which is related more to temperature than to radiation. So we 
do not use RS in equations for interception or snow evaporation. 
LAI and SAI 
Seasonal variation in plant cover is important in most hydrologic 
models. We used two variables to describe cover, leaf area index (LAI) 
and stem area index (SAI). LAI has also been used by Swift and others 
(1975) for Coweeta. 
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Table 4-1. The ratio, RS, between potential insolation on a slope and 
















Slope: 18°; aspect: 310°(NW). 
Slope: 12.1°; aspect: 203°(S). 






LAI and SAI affect rain and snow interception, snow and soil evapora-
tion, transpiration, and snowmelt. But these effects have not yet been 
quantified for forests. Still, there is enough quantitative and intuitive 
knowledge to hypothesize the form of the relations and this is what we 
have done. 
LAI for broadleaved plants is defined as the total area of one side 
of the leaves above a unit ground area; it is 5 to 7 for mature hardwood 
forests. For needle-leaved plants LAI is defined as the total needle sur-
face area above unit ground area; it is usually 10 or more. This value 
must be divided by 2 to get a number comparable to the broadleaved def ini-
tion of one-sided leaf area. In BROOK ve also use the one-sided definition 
for conifers. We assume that additional leaf area above an LAI of 4 has no 
addition.al effect on evapotranspiration and snowmelt processes. Any input 
values of LAI greater than 4 are reduced to 4 by the program. 
SAI is the total surface area of stem, branches, and twigs above a 
unit ground area. BROOK requires SAI particularly to distinguish between 
leafless hardwoods and cleared areas during snowmelt. SAI is close to 2 
for mature deciduous forests (Whittaker and Woodwell 1967) and has been 
estimated as 2.0 to 2.7 for the mature forest at Hubbard Brook (Whittaker 
and others 1974). Input values greater than 2 are reduced to 2 by the 
program. 
For B3 we used LAI • 4 in summer and 0 in winter; for Cl4 we used 
LAI • 4 1n summer and 0.5 in winter to represent an evergreen understory 
(Swift and others 1975). We assumed that transitions between dormant and 
growing conditions required 1 month in both spring and fall, with leafout 
occurring 1 month earlier and leaffall 1 month later at Coweeta than at 
Hubbard Brook (Fig. 4-2). SAI for mature hardwoods is 2 all year. 
For cleared watersheds we reduced both LAI and SAI to O. To simulate 
regrowth, LAI and SAI were gradually increased. For mature conifer-
covered watersheds, LAI was 4 and SAI was 2 all year. We ignored seasonal 
variations in conifer LA.I. For mixed forests, LAI in winter can be made 
directly proportional to the fraction of the watershed cover that is conifers. 
- 10 -
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Figure 4-2. Seasonal variation of LAI 
assumed for Hubbard Brook 
and Coweeta. 
Rain-snow separation 
An important decision that must be made at the beginning of a day's 
simulation is whether precipitation for the day occurred as rain or snow. 
If a large storm at Hubbard Brook in December is called snow when it was 
really rain, then the storm peak will be missing from the hydrograph, the 
snowpack will be consistently overestimated through the winter, and stream-
flow from. snowmelt runoff in April will be overestimated. In no other part 
of the model can an incorrect decision produce such large simulation errors. 
In BROOK, only mean daily temperature is available for the decision. 
One of the best studies of snow as a function of temperature indicated 
roughly a linear transition from all rain at 4.s•c to all snow at l.o•c 
(Auer 1974). Initially we tried this relation for Hubbard Broo.k, allowing 
mixed rain and snow at the intermediate temperatures. However this often 
produced no streamflow from winter storms in which streamflow was measured. 
By trial and error we finally decided to use a single transition temperature 
(RSF) of -2.s•c for Hubbard Brook. Snow that melts soon after it hits the 
ground may account for the low value of this temperature. For Coweeta we 
used a temperature criterion (RSF) of o•c. 
Rain interception 
Kost studies of rain interception have produced regressions of through-
fall and stemflow on precipitation. These studies imply that interception 
increases linearly with the size of the storm, which ignores the fact that 
- 11 -
energy supply rather than water supply may limit interception. Recent 
models of the interception process (for example, Rutter and others 1972) 
are too complex to use in a hydrologic model like BROOK. 
Because PE is our index of energy supply, we assumed that rain inter-
ception was proportional to PE. However, if rain was less than PE, rain 
rather than PE limited interception. 
The dependence of interception on LAI and SAI was assumed to be linear, 
with an LAI of 4 contributing twice as much as an SAI of 2 (Fig. 4-3). Thus 
in leafless mature hardwoods, interception was one-third of that when the 
trees were fully leaved. This differs from Helvey and Patric (1965) and 
Leonard (1961) who found more than two-thirds as much interception in leaf-
less as in fully leaved trees. But we don't see how leafless interception 
can be that much. For conifers, the high LAI year round increases the 
annual interception of rain; this was clearly demonstrated by Helvey (1967). 
Therefore, the rain interception equation is 
INT • ISC * (0.67 * LAI/4 + 0.33 * SAl/2) MIN (PE, RAIN) 
For the proportionality constant ISC we used 0.?5. This gave an annual rain 
interception of about 90 mm for B3 and 180 mm for Cl4. Leonard (1961) re-
ported interception of about 12% of rainfall for Hubbard Brook or about 
110 mm of rain interception a year. Helvey and Patric (1965) estimated about 
13% of rainfall or 250 mm for Coweeta, but this includes litter interception 
of 50 1111l. In BR.OOK, litter interception is considered as soil evaporation 
rather than as interception. 
Recent studies show that interception from forests can exceed 
t ran sp.iration and PE (Federer 1975), though the subject is controversial 
(McNaughton 1976; Stewart 1977). In BROOK, interception of rain does not 
"use up" PE, and total evaporation for a day may be up to (1 + ISC) * PE 
for a mature, fully leaved forest. 
Snow interception 
Snow interception is a complicated process (Federer and others 1973). 
Hydrologically we need only be concerned about net interception--the snow 
that evaporates directly from the canopy. Temporary interception that later 
reaches the snowpack on the ground by blowing, sliding, or dripping off is 
not considered interception by BROOK. Snow interception is included in 
BROOK only because it may be significant for conifer forests. Annual snow 
interception for hardwoods turns out to be negligible. 
A storage compartment for intercepted snow (INTSNO) is used because 
snow can remain on the canopy for a number of days. INTSNO has a maximum 
value that depends on LAI and SAI 
maximum INTSNO • 0.833 * (LAI + SAI/2) 
SAI/2 is used because SAI is less effective than LAI in creating storage. 
The origin of the 0.833 coefficient has been lost in the antiquity of BROOK. 
It gives a maximum INTSNO of 4.165 mm for mature conifer forest, ~hich is a 
strange value. It is somewhat lower than the 5 and 7.5 mm that Leaf and 
Brink (1973) used for lodgepole pine and spruce-fir, but we assume that all 
of this will evaporate while they do not. 
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The rate at which snow is intercepted (SNOINT) is proportional to the 
anowf all rate (SNO) and to the intercepting surf ace which also is defined 
as LAI + SAI/2, 
SNOINT • ISCSNO * (LAI + SAl/2) * SNO 
The proportionality constant ISCSNO was given a value of 0.045. Snow 
interception in conifers, then, is 22.5%, which agrees with studies 
summarized by Federer and others (1973). 
The rate at which intercepted snow evaporates is assumed to equal PE 
for as long as there is intercepted snow. Leaf and Brink (1973) modified 
this rate by dividing by the cover density (our LAI+ SAl/2), which in 
retrospect might be more reasonable. BROOK assumes that all of the energy 
represented by PE goes to evaporating intercepted snow if it is present, 
even if the canopy is not dense. However a different assumption would 
probably not change simulated streamf low by much. 
Evaporation from the snowpack 
The flux of water vapor toward or away from a snow surf ace can occur 
as sublimation from frozen snow, evaporation from melting snow, condensa-
tion on melting snow, or the formation of hoar frost on frozen snow. 
Which of these four processes occurs at any time depends on complicated 
interactions of temperature and humidity of the air and the energy balance 
of the snow surface (Hofmaun 1963). BROOK obviously cannot handle these 
processes in detail, particularly because mean daily temperature is the 
only available atmospheric variable. 
When air temperature is below o•c, we can assume the snow surface 
temperature is close to the air temperature and that the vapor pressure 
gradient decreases as temperature decreases. The Hamon PE, which follows 
the saturated vapor pressure in its dependence on temperature, is appro-
priate as an estimate of evaporation from a frozen snowpack (Leaf and 
Brink 1973). 
When air temperature is greater than o•c, the snow may be melting; if 
so, its vapor pressure is fixed at 6.1 mbar. Higher temperatures usually 
correspond to higher vapor pressure in the air, and, often, condensation 
rather than evaporation. In BROOK, we assumed that evaporation and con-
densation at mean daily temperatures above 0°C are equal and cancel each 
other. 
A forest canopy reduces evaporation from the snowpack by shading and 
by reducing wind speed. When forest cover is complete as under winter 
conifers (LAI• 4), the differences in humidity and temperature between air 
and snow tend to approach zero, so evaporation is negligible. We used a 
nonlinear relation between evaporation and LAI for reasons described in the 
section on transpiration and soil evaporation (Fig. 4-3). We assumed the 
effect of SAi to be small but linear, with snow evaporation in hardwoods 
75% of that in the open. Because slope does not affect atmospheric humidity, 
we did not use RS to modify snow evaporation for slope and aspect; this 
decision is debatable. 
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Figure 4-3. Assumed effects of LAI and SAI on rain 
interception, evaporation from the snow-
pack, transpiration, and soil evaporation. 
The BROOK equation for evaporation from the snowpack is 
SNOVAP • (LAI/4 - 1) 2 (1 - SAI/8) * PE/2 TEMP < 0 
SNOVAP • 0 TEMP > 0 
The divisor of 2 is a fudge factor. Without this factor BROOK simulated 
10 mm a month of evaporation in spring for cleared H2, agreeing with values 
for open areas quoted by Williams (1958). But the annual snowpack evapo-
ration of 40 mm, which is 20% of the annual total evaporation from H2, 
seemed too high to us so we reduced it by half. Obviously, the magnitude 
of snowpack evaporation is only crudely simulated by BROOK. 
Snowmelt 
Snowmelt simulation is a complex subject (U.S. Army Corps Eng. 1956; 
Anderson and Crawford 1964; Anderson 1976). If radiation, humidity, and 
wind data are not available, melt is usually assumed proportional to the 
excess of mean daily temperature above some threshold near 0°C. In BROOK, 
we modified this approach by considering groundmelt, cold content of the 
· anowpack, refreezing rain, seasonal effects, and effect of canopy cover, 
slope, and aspect. This part of the model does not have to be very accu-
rate because it affects only the timing and not the total amount of 
streamflow. 
Groundmelt (GRDMI.T) occurs at the bottom of the snowpack whenever the 
soil beneath is unfrozen. It averages about 0.35 mm a day in Hubbard Brook 
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forests (Federer 1965), and we have used this value in all simulations. 
In BROOK, we neglected the possibility of frozen soil and allowed ground-
melt whenever there was snowpack. 
In the sense used in BROOK, snowmelt (SNOMLT) ~nly occurs when water 
drains from the bottom of the snowpack. This requires that the snow be 
ripe, that is, it is isothermal at o•c and is saturated--the liquid water con-
tent is 5% by weight. The cold content of a snowpack (CLDCON) is the amount 
of energy that must be supplied to make the pack ripe; it can be expressed 
in negative depth of water as a negative amount of melt. 
When temperature is less than 0°C, BROOK maltiplies the temperature by 
a factor (CCFUN) to obtain the negative contribution to cold content for 
that day. Following Anderson (1973), CCFUN varies linearly from 0.2 mm 
•c-1 day-1 on January 1 to 0.4 on June 23 and then to 0.2 on December 31. 
These values were obtained by trial and error for 3 years of data from HJ. 
We limited cold content to the negative of a constant (CCMAX) times the 
snowpack water equivalent (SNOW). CCMAX was chosen as 0.4 mm of cold con-
tent per mm of snow, which is the cold content of a snowpack at -28°C. 
However, in early simulations, cold content still became too nega-
tive, though it did not reach the limit. Consequently, snowmelt was latar 
than it should have been. To avoid this bias we calculated accumulated cold 
content only over the previous MT days, where MT was taken arbitrarily as 10. 
In BROOK, when temperature is greater than o•c, energy is assumed to be 
added to the snowpack. The equivalent melt from this energy is 
MELT • COVFUN * MELFUN * RS * TEMP. 
This melt is added to CLDCON; a sum greater than zero represents water 
draining from the snowpack (SNOMLT). In the northeastern United States, 
solar radiation is the most important energy source for snowmelt, so the 
slope-aspect factor (RS) is included. COVFUN varies with canopy cover, 
which we defined as (LAI/4 + SAI/2). COVFUN was made 3.0 in the open, 1.75 
in hardwoods, and 1.0 in conifers (Fig. 4-4) (Federer and others 1973). 
MELFUN is the degree day melt factor for conifers and it varies seasonally 
(Anderson 1976). We used MELFUN equal to 0.7 mm day-1 •c-1 on January 1 
and December 31 and 2.2 on June 21, with linear interpolation between 
(Fig. 4-4). The product of MELFUN and COVFUN for open areas on April 15 is 
4.8 mm day-1 •c-1. This is in the lower end of the range given by Federer 
and others (1973) and is close to the value of 4.2 mm day-1 •c-1 used by 
Anderson (1976). 
Rain on a cold snowpack refreezes, thus adding to the snowpack and re-
leasing latent beat, which reduces the cold content of the pack by warming 
it. Each millimeter of rain that falls on an unripe pack makes the cold 
content 1 millimeter less negative. In BROOK, the minor amount of heat 
contributed by rain warmer than 0°C is neglected. Once the pack is ripe, 
further rain passes directly through it. 
Streamflow from source areas 
Rates of rainfall and snowmelt on fc~est land do not exceed the in-
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soil at the surface is saturated. Surface runoff occurs only on these 
saturated source areas. The source areas vary in size, growing smaller 
in dry periods and larger during storms or snowmelt (Hewlett 1974; Freeze 
1974). ·Dunne and others (1975) have pioneered in mapping source areas and 
their changes, but quantitative relations of size of source area to soil 
water are not yet available. 
For BROOK we assumed the fraction of the watershed acting as a source 
area (PRT) is an exponential function of the soil-water content in the 
root zone 
PRT • IMPER\' + PC * exp (PAC * EZO~"E / EZDEP) 
where IMPERV is the fraction of the watershed area that is impervious even 
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when soil is dry, EZONE is the water content of the root zone, and EZDEP is 
the depth of the root zone. Values for EZDEP of 635 mm for H3 and 900 mm 
for Cl4 were determined by knowledge of the watersheds and were not changed 
throughout the simulations. PC and PAC were fitted to 6 years of H3 and 6 
years of Cl4, including the assumption that PRT at field capacity is around 
5 to 10% of the watershed. (See next section for definition of field 
capacity.) We used IMPERV • 0.01 for both watersheds, and then obtained 
PC• 4.lE-6 and PAC• 40 for Hubbard Brook and PC• 7.4£-5 and PAC• 25 for 
Coweeta (Fig. 4-5). These values represent soil characteristics that should 
not change with timber harvest unless road construction and soil compaction 
are significant. 
Rain and snowmelt on the source area become streamflow immediately as 
SURFLO and SNOFLO, respectively. No internal storages are needed because 
these processes are rapid with respect to a DT of 1 day. Rain and snowmelt 
on the remaining area infiltrate the soil and are add~d to EZONE. 
Soil water in the root zone 
Movement of water in the root zone has been a fundamental concern of 
soil physics for many years. It is best handled by dividing the zone into 
a number of thin layers, but this procedure is too complex for a model like 
BROOK. For the lumped root zone of BROOK we assumed a homogeneous soil 
through the root zone, and we ignored hysteresis, the penetration of a 
wetting front, nonuniform withdrawal by evapotranspiration, and the effects 
of a water table. But we did not need or want to be as unrealistic as 
many hydrologic models that use a "field capacity" below which no water 
drains from the soil and above which all water drains immediately. 
When the soil is homogeneous and well above a water table, Darcy's 
equation for the rate of drainage of water from the soil reduces to 
Q • K 
where Q is the drainage rate and K is the hydraulic conductivity at the 
mean water content of the soil (Baver and othersl972, p. 383). This occurs 
because the gravitational potential gradient rather than the matric poten-
tial gradient controls the flow rate. Davidson and others (1969) and Black 
and others (1970) have shown that this equation holds in field situations. 
Black and others (1970) further show the use of this equation in a soil-
water budget and state: "Although this approach has many limitations, it 
should find application in hydrological and climatological calculations." 
This is the equation we use in BROOK. 
The hydraulic conductivity of the soil is defined as the rate at which 
water moves through the soil with a unit gradient of soil-water potential. 
If the potential gradient is expressed in pressure units of mm of water, 
then the conductivity can have units of mm/day. 
Hydraulic conductivity varies rapidly as a function of water content. This 
function is seldom available for forest soils, but must be measured or 
estimated somehow. For BROOK we have used a method described by Campbell 
(1974), which is similar to methods of Rogowski (1972) and Mualem (1976). 
The relation of soil-water content, e, to soil-water potential, ,, known as 
the soil-water release curve:, must be either measured or obtained from the 
literature on that soil. r: the measurements are made on core samples, 
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Figure 4-5. Source area fraction (PRT) as 
a function of EZONE/EZDEP for 
Coweeta and Hubbard Brook. 
proper correction should be made for the large stones in the field that 
are not included in the core samples. Sieved samples should not be used. 
A curve of the form 
; • c e 
b 
must then be fitted to the points to determine b. Points near saturation 
should be ignored as soil in the forest does not become saturated except 
in the source areas. Campbell (1974) then showed that 
(-2b+3) 
K • d 0 
The constant d must then be found by knowing the value of K at some 
value of e. Measurement on a core sample is not ideal because it excludes 
stones and cracks from the measurement. Field measurement is best, but 
spatial sampling is necessary. We have used a crude, but effective, in-
direct method involving the concept of field capacity. Baver and others 
(1972) proposed that field capacity should be defined as the water content 
at a hydraulic conductivity of 2 mm/day. We think this useful definition 
should be widely adopted. If soil-water potential is routinely measured in 
a forest outside of source areas, the potential will nearly always have a 
certain value after thoroughly wetting storms. At Hubbard Brook this poten-
tial is -6 kPa. We obtained the constant d for Hubbard Brook s:l.lnply by 
equating a K of 2 r:.r:./day with the water content at -6 kPa from the soil-
water release curve. 
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In BROOK, then, drainage from the root zone (EDRAIN) is calculated as 
!DRAIN • KEINT * (!ZONE / EZDEP) ** KESLP 
where KEINT is d, EZONE/EZDEP is e, and KESLP is -2b + 3. For Hubbard 
Brook we obtained KEINT • 2.04E7 mm/day and KE~LP • 12.56; for Coweeta we 
calculated KESLP • 11.74 from a release curve, but KEINT • l.05E7 'flml/day 
was obtained from measured values of K (Fig. 4-6). 
Water below the root zone 
In BROOK, water draining from the root zone (EDRAIN) is all routed to 
an unsaturated zone below the root zone. This unsaturated zone has thick-
ness (UZDEP) and water content (UZONE). The bottom of this zone may be a 
permanent groundwater surface or impermeable bedrock. BROOK has no pro-
vision other than the variable source area for a ~~ter table within the 
root zone. BROOK also has no provision for varying depth to the water 
table. UZDEP remains constant though groundwater storage varies. 
At Coweeta, the unsaturated zone below the root zone is very thick. 
Lloyd Swift (personal communication 1975) provided a value of UZDEP • 
4200 mm for Coweeta. We used this value for all Coweeta simulations. 
At Hubbard Brook, streamflow response is very rapid so we chose UZDEP • 
40 mm as the smallest value that does not require an unreasonable number 
of iterations as described in the next section. 
Drainage from UZONE (UZOUT) is assumed to follow the same theory as 
drainage from !ZONE 
UZOUT • KUINT * (UZONE / UZDEP) ** KUSLP 
We assumed KUINT • KEINT and KUSLP • KESLP for both Hubbard Brook and 
Coweeta, though BROOK does allow them to be different. 
The drainage UZOUT can go directly to streamflow as interflow (INTFLO) 
or to groundwater (UDRAIN). We used the simplest way of separating UZOUT 
into these two parts, assuming that a fixed fraction (DRNC) goes to ground-
water and the remainder becomes interflow. For Hubbard Brook we have always 
used DRNC • 0 so that there is no groundwater at all (Federer 1973). For 
Coweeta we used trial and error to obtain a value of DRNC • 0.40. 
For the behavior of groundwater we again used simple assumptions, that 
the flow from groundwater is directly proportional to the groundwater 
storage, and that a fixed proportion of the flow goes to seepage loss 
(GSEEP) and the remainder to streamflow (GWFLOW). 
GSEEP = GWZONE * GSC * GSP 
GWFT .. 01\ • GWZONE * GSC * (1 - GSP) 
where GSC is the total loss fraction and GSP is the fraction that is lost 
from the watershed as unmeasurable deep seepage. For Cl3 and Cl4 we 
assumed GSP = 0 and obtained GSC • 0.005 by trial and error. With this 
algorithm the value of GWZONE may not represent the total water stored 
above some i;:ipermeable bottom of the watershed, but only represents an 
amount of groundwater that might become streamflow. This handling of 
UZONE and G"l\ZQ~;E is particularly crude. 
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Figure 4-6. Hydraulic conductivity as a function 
of relative soil-water content and, 
therefore, EDRAIN as a function of 
EZONE/EZDEP. 
Although complex theories for unsaturated and saturated flow are 
available (Freeze 1974), the soil and aquifer parameters needed to use 
them are not. This is especially true for small, hilly, forest watersheds, 
even for such a well-studied area as Coweeta. Further, such detailed 
analysis of water movement below the root zone greatly increases the com-
plexity of a hydrologic model and the computer time required to run it. 
Intermediate levels of complexity are needed. 
Flow iterations 
These equations for water movement through the soil can blow up if the 
integration time interval (DT) is too long. For the finite difference 
approximation to work, DT must be small enough that the input to and output 
from a storage in one DT are small compared with the storage itself. With 
a DT of one day, this condition may not exist when rainfall or snowmelt 
rates are large, or when EZDEP or UZDEP are small. 
In BROOK, we divided the day into a number of equal periods (NIT) for 
the parts of the model involved in calculating flow through the soil. This 
part of BROOK forms a subroutine called FLOW. 
To save computer time, we made NIT only as large as was needed to main-
tain reasonable behavior. For each day four estimates of NIT are made; the 
largest estimate is then used for the actual calculations for the day. How-
ever, NIT is not allowed to be less than 2. Our four estimates of NIT are 
the nu::iber of intervals required in the day so that neither an estimated 
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input to nor an estimated output from EZONE or UZONE in one interval 
exceeds 5% of the amount of water in the zone at field capacity. Field 
capacity, defined as the water content at a hydraulic conductivity of 
2 mm/day, is used because it is a rough upper limit. The soil can't 
become much wetter because of the rapid rise in hydraulic conductivity. 
If the soil is drier, NIT is conservatively large. When the estimated 
drainage from both zones is less than 0.15 mm/day, NIT is always set equal 
to 2. 
The four flow rates are estimated as follows: (1) The estimated rate 
of input to the root zone (EZIN) is the sum of net rain (NETRAN) and snow-
melt (SNOMLT). Any output from the root zone as evapotranspiration is 
ignored, which keeps NIT larger than it might need to be. (2) The esti-
mated rate of output from the root zone is the hydraulic conductivity at 
the water content EZONE. (3) The estimated rate of output from the un-
saturated zone below the root zone is the hydt3ulic conductivity at the 
water content UZONE. (4) The input to the unsaturated zone below the root 
zone (UZIN) is estimated from EZIN and EZONE (Fig. 4-7). The first approx-
imation to UZIN is the drainage from EZONE when EZIN is added to EZONE 
(ICEMAX). But when EZIN is large, KEMAX is too large an estimate for UZIN 
so we take enough intervals so that UZIN is equal to EZIN. As a transition 
from one estimate to the other we use the point (Kl) at which the two esti-
mates have the same slope as a function of EZIN, namely unity (Fig. 4-7). 
This point is found by solving dKEMAX I dEZIN • 1 for Kl • KEM.AX giving 
Kl • (EZONE + EZIN * DT) / (KESLP * DT) 
Transpiration and soil evaporation 
The transpiration component dominates evaporation from green forested 
watersheds. Factors that influence transpiration include radiation fluxes, 
air temperature and humidity, wind, canopy structure, stomatal behavior, 
water potentials, and resistances to water movement in soil and plants. 
Literature on these effects fills volumes, but consensus has not been 
reached on how to considet them all for estimating transpiration for 
hydrologic purposes. 
One widely used approach estimates transpiration first by estimating 
potential evapotranspiration (PE), which is the evapotranspiration that would 
occur if the plants were well supplied with water, and then by reducing the 
estimate if the soil is too dry to keep the plants well supplied. The cal-
culation of PE by the Hamon method is described in the section on potential 
evapotranspiration. 
Although the literature contains a variety of empirical relations of 
transpiration to PE and soil water (Baier 1969), we like the theoretical 
result of Cowan (1965) best. By considering a theory of water movement to 
plant roots and internal and stomata! resistance in the plant, Cowan (1965) 
and Molz and others (1968) concluded that actual transpiration (TRANS) was 
equal to the lesser of PE and a soil-water supply function. Boughton (1966) 
used this conclusion with a linear soil-water supply function in a hydrologic 
model. Y..athematically, Boughton's relation is 
TRANS • PE for EZA > CT * PE 












Figure 4-7. Estimation of maximum drainage 
rate (KEMAX) from estimated 
input rate (EZIN) and initial 
water content (EZONE). 
where EZA is the available water in the root zone, and CT is a soil con-
stant, which is the reciprocal of the slope of the soil-water supply 
function (Fig. 4-8). 
Use of available water in the root zone rather than total water gives 
a zero intercept to the soil-water suppl~ function. We calculated avail-
.able water as 
EZA • EZONE / EZDEP - EZ15 
where EZ15 is the relative water content at -15 bar soil-water potential. 
This input to the model can be obtained from the water release curve for 
the soil, which is described in the section on soil water in the root zone. 
EZ15 was 0.09 for both Hubbard Brook and Coweeta. 
In BROOK, interception of rain does not reduce the energy represented 
by PE, while snow interception and snow evaporation do. The remaining PE 
is used to calculate first soil evaporation and then transpiration. For 
both transpiration and soil evaporation, this remaining PE is multiplied 
by the slope-aspect factor RS to account for greater amounts of energy avail-
able on slopes with higher potential insolation. However when soil water is 
limiting transpiration and soil evaporation, these are not multiplied by RS 
because energy supply then is not affecting them. 
Canopy cover also affects transpiration, but probably nonlinearly. A 
unit increment in LAI should increase transpiration more at low LAI than 
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Figure 4-8. Transpiration as a function of soil-water storage 
(EZONE) and available PE for Hubbard Brook and 
Coweeta, with LAI • 4 and RS • 1. 
form of this function has not been studied for forest vegetation. Stem 
area index (SAI) does not affect transpiration. 
Soil evaporation is controlled by water content near the soil sur-
f ace rather than by total water in the root zone (EZONE). We added a 
surf ace storage compartment (EVW) as a subcompartment of EZONE to represent 
soil water that could evaporate. This compartment has a fixed soil depth 
(EVDEP), which we always set at 50 mm. Rain and snowmelt are added to EVW 
(as well as to EZONE) to bring it up to field capacity, which is defined 
as the water content that gives a hydraulic conductivity of 2 mm/day. 
Soil evaporation (SEVAP) was assumed to work similarly to transpira-
tion, being limited by PE or by a linear soil-water supply function. The 
supply function represented the rate that water can move to the soil sur-
face (Fig. 4-9); the reciprocal of its slope was assumed to be a constant 
(CE) for the soil. 
In BROOK, soil evaporation includes evaporation from the litter layer, 
which some hydrologists call litter interception and consider a part of 
interception (Helvey and Patric 1965). 
LAI and SAI limit soil evaporation because they reduce the available 
energy at the soil surface (Fig. 4-3). We assumed a linear reduction of 
soil evaporation to 40% as much with an SAI of 2 as with an SAI of O. 
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Figure 4-9. Soil evaporation as a function 
of soil-water in the evaporation 
zone (EVW) and available PE for 
Hubbard Brook and Coweeta, with 
LAI • 0, SAI • O, and RS • 1. 
open areas. For LAI we used the inverse of the dependence of transpiration 
on LAI, with a minor correction to allow evaporation with LAI • 4 to be 
5% of that in the open. 
Soil evaporation in BROOK contains a conceptual mistake. In the 
current programming transpiration is never removed from the surface storage, 
EVW. The consequent error is largest at intermediate LAI, because at high 
LAI soil evaporation is small anyway, while at low LAI transpiration is low. 
In the future, BROOK should be changed so that EVW is reduced for transpira-
tion at least by TRANS * EVDEP/EZDEP. This is still an underestimate be-
cause the densest roots are found in the surface layer, so EVW is dried 
more rapidly by transpiration than is EZONE as a whole. 
Values of CE and CT were obtained by empirical fitting. A CE of 12 d 
was need to give the correct measured streamf low for 3 years of B2 in its 
devegetated condition. For Coweeta three regrowing years of Cl3 required. 
a CE of 3 d. We do not know why the Hubbard Brook and Coweeta values differ 
so much when the soils are similar. 
The transpiration parameter CT was the last to be fitted, and was 
chosen to give the correct total streamflow over 6 years for H3 and Cl4. 
Values of 28 d for Hubbard Brook and 25 d for Coweeta are supported by 
independent analysis with Federer's (1979) model of the transpiration 
process. Further work with such models should produce methods for esti-
mating CT from measured soil and plant properties. 
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Initial storage 
As with every simulation model, BROOK requires initial values of 
storages to start a simulation run. In this case, EZONE, UZONE, CWZONE, 
and SNOW are required. 
Water years are used in hydrology rather than calendar years so that 
the values of these storages change as little as possible from the beginning 
of one water year to the beginning of the next. This usually means the 
water year begins when there is no snow and when soil is close to "field 
capacity." Hubbard Brook scientists use a June 1 water year; Coweeta 
scientists use a May 1 water year. 
To start BROOK, SNOW would usually be zero and EZONE and UZONE would 
be set to the value that provides a hydraulic conductivity of 2 mm/day, 
which is our definition of field capacity. To initialize GWZONE for Coweeta 
we chose a value that gave about the right streamflow for the first few days 
of the first month. Groundwater is neglected for Hubbard Brook. For mature 
forest conditions: 
initial EZONE, mm 
initial UZONE, mm 









These are only estimates of the initial storage, but storage is not 
always the same at the beginning of each water year. Our simulated total 
storage (sum of EZONE, UZONE, and GWZONE) for forested watersheds at the 
end of the water year range from 154 to 203 mm for 16 years of H3, and from 
1571 to 1654 for 5 years of Cl4. So we always run several water years in 
sequence and use the simulated storage at the end of one water year as the 
initial storage for the next year. All results reported here are from runs 
in which storage was carried over rather than reinitialized at the beginning 
of each water year. 
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CHAPTER 5. TESTING THE MODEL 
Those of you who want to see how well the BROOK model works have now 
come to the right place. 
Our calibration or parameter selection process went about as follows. 
We used 6 years of H3 to do the major work of development. Then we made 
changes required for using 6 years of Cl4. To choose parameters for a 
completely cleared area, we used 3 water years of H2; for regrowing vege-
tation we used 6 years of Cl3. Our initial plan to use only 3 years of 
each watershed for calibration did not work. Three years is not long 
enough to establish good values of parameters. 
For validation or testing of the model we were left with 11 years of 
HJ, several years of regrowth on H2, a~d no data for Coweeta. We leave 
it up to others to validate BROOK for Coweeta or elsewhere. We will, how-
ever, also show how BROOK works for north-facing Watershed 7 at Hubbard 
Brook and for a very large watershed, the Pemigewasset River in New 
Hampshire. 
Test criteria and optimization 
By looking at simulated and measured hydrographs you can' decide "That 
looks pretty good" or "That's terrible" (Fig. 5-1). But your "good" might 
be someone else's terrible. A variety of criteria for comparing simulated 
and measured hydrographs has been suggested (Dawdy and Bergmann 1969; 
Aitken 1973; Fleming 1975), but no single criterion has gained widespread 
acceptance. Different criteria test different aspects of the hydrograph. 
In many models, the parameter selection process is done mathematically 
to optimize the value of a test criterion (Ibbitt and O'Donnell 1971; James 
1972). But lacking the extravagant amount of computer time necessary for 
such optimization, we used trial and error and intuition to choose param-
eters that gave satisfactory results. Our parameters, therefore, are not 
optimized in the sense that any change in them will produce worse results. 
Our first criterion was agreement of annual simulated and measured 
streamflow. A plot of measured !!.· simulated annual streamflow provides 
a picture of this criterion, with improvement shown by points moving closer 
to the 1:1 line. Our second criterion compared measured and simulated 
monthly streamflow, again by plotting and examining closeness to the 1:1 
line. · 
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the simulated and measured 
daily streamflow quantifies agreement of the daily hydrographs. McCuen and 
Snyder (1975) pointed out that this correlation coefficient considers 
neither bias in the total simulated flow over the period nor differences in 
dispersion of the simulated and measured flows. They suggested a modified 
correlation coefficient. BROOK calculates both the Pearson and McCuen-
Snyder correlation coefficients for monthly and annual periods. 
In the real world, peak streamflow may occur on the same day as pre-
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Figure 5-1. Measured and simulated daily streamflow for HJ in 1966-67. The first line of data is 
monthly Pearson correlation coefficients, the second line is monthly McCuen-Snyder 
correlation coefficients. Simulated annual flow was 770 mm, measured flow was 772 mm. 







occurred early or late in the day. But BROOK does not use precipitation 
timing and the contribution of SURFLO is always on the same day. The peaks 
of simulated and measured hydrographs may, therefore, differ by a day. 
However, for a water yield model, we don't want to consider this as an 
er~or. So we used running 3-day means for smoothing streamflow before 
calculating correlation coefficients. 
Mature hardwood forest 
For 17 years, simulated and measured annual flows on H3 agreed well 
(Fig. 5-2). But this is not a very sensitive test; annual precipitation 
minus 500 mm agreed even better with measured streamflow (Fig. 5-3). This 
simply showed that storage changes over a water year were small and that 
annual evapotranspiration was close to 500 mm every year. 
A curious and puzzling shift occurred in the relation of simulated to 
measured annual flow in 1966. Prior to this year, simulated flow consist-
ently overestimated measured flow by about 60 mm; but after 1966, there was 
no difference or a slight underestimate (Fig. 5-2). The simulation model 
did not change over the 17 years, so there had been either a shift of bias 
in data or a physical change on the watershed. The shift also existed, 
though it was not as great, in the ratio of precipitation minus 500 mm to 
measured flow (Fig. S-3). One possible explanation is that H2 was cleared 
in December of 1965. B2 and B3 share a boundary for about one-fourth of 
the perimeter of H3. Advection of warm dry air from H2 into B3 should in-
crease evapotranspiration from H3. But this would result in a decrease in 
streamflow, which is the opposite direction of the observed shift. The 
shift remains unexplained. 
Annual Pearson correlation coefficients for H3 ranged from 0.35 to 
0.96 and averaged 0.81, but the second lowest value was 0.67. The one low 
coefficient occurred in water-year 1968 when snowmelt was very badly simu-
lated. Much of the problem occurred because a storm of 100 mm in late 
February fell at a mean daily temperature of -2.2°C and was called rain by 
BROOK--we used -2.8°C as the separation value, RSF. Obviously it was 
actually snow. This illustrates the major dependence of the model on 
correct rain-snow separation where snowpacks persist. 
The McCuen-Snyder correlation coefficient ranged from 0.25 to 0.94 
and averaged 0.74 for the 17 years of H3. The low value was for 1968 and 
the second lowest value was 0.59. The mean McCuen-Snyder coefficient for 
the 6 calibration years was 0.83, and for 10 validation years (omittin& 
1968) was 0.73. As expected, the model generally works better for years 
in which the parameters have been tinkered with than for additional valida-
tion years. 
Perhaps the best single exhibit of how a water yield model such as 
BROOK works is a plot of simulated .!!· measured monthly streamflow. For 
B3, most points were reasonably close to the 1:1 line; but in certain 
individual months, there were large disagreements (Fig. 5-4). These dis-
agreements were usually caused by problems with rain-snow separation and 
the timing of snowmelt. Sometimes errors in timing of only a fe..., cays 
shifted large amounts of water from March to April or vice versa. \'alida-
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Figure 5-4. Simulated versus measured monthly stream-
flow for 17 years of B3. 
The poorest monthly correlation coefficients occurred in the extreme 
cases of low flow in summer and high flow in spring. Correlations were as 
low as 0.1 in summer when flow as so small that relative errors were large. 
Correlations of 0.1 were also caused in spring by miscalling the form of 
precipitation in a large storm. In neither case does it pay to tinker with 
parameters to try to raise the correlation substantially. 
Monthly streamflow is much easier to simulate at Coweeta than at 
Hubbard Brook (Fig. 5-5). Monthly flows of less than 30 UDD were common in 
summer at Hubbard Brook, but there were none in 1965-1970 at Coweeta be-
cause of its large and relatively constant storage contribution from below 
the root zone. Further, Coweeta has little snow and so there are no large 
snowmelt runoffs to simulate. 
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Figure 5-5. Simulated versus measured monthly stream-
flow for 6 years of Cl4. 
For Cl4, the annual simulated flow· was within 11% of the measured 
flow for 5 years. Two months of missing measured streamflow prevented 
annual comparisons for the sixth year. Annual correlation coefficients 
were somewhat higher than at Hubbard Brook, averaging 0.91 for the Pearson 
coefficient and 0.80 for the McCuen-Snyder. 
The biggest problem in simulation at Coweeta was moving water through 
and out of storage below the root zone. Biases tended to persist over 
several months with measured flow consistently overestimated or under-
estimated (Fig. 5-6). The crude nature of the interflow-groundwater 
algorithms are responsible for this. But it is difficult to see how to 
fix it except by empirical fiddling for each specific watershed. 
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Figure 5-6. Measured and simulated daily streamflow for Cl4 in 1968-69. The first line of data 
is monthly Pearson correlation coefficients, the second line is monthly Mccuen-Snyder 
correlation coefficients. Simulated annual flow was 897 mm, measured annual flow was 
879 mm. Annual Pearson and McCuen-Snyder correlation coefficients were 0.95 and 0.84. 
Watershed 7 at Hubbard Brook is similar to H3 except that it faces 
north instead of south and is at a somewhat higher elevation. Conse-
quently, snowmelt on Watershed 7 lags about 3 weeks behind that on H3. 
We used a winter leaf area index (LAI) of 0.7 to represent the presence 
of some conifers. with the spring tra1.sit1on 5 days later and the autumn 
5 days earlier than H3. Mean daily temperature was taken from a station 
in the middle of the watershed and was slightly lower than the temperature 
used for H3. The only other difference from H3 was in slope and aspect. 
The later snowmelt on Watershed 7 was adequately simulated in 2 of the 3 
years run (Fig. 5-7). Simulation for months without snowmelt was accept-
able. In winter months with no snowmelt, gr~undmelt is the only source of 
streamflow. These months were often biased b~cause groundmelt is a constant 
in BROOK but slowly variable in reality. 
Cleared and regrowing forest 
Cl3 was cleared in November and December of 1962 without wood removal 
and then allowed to regrow (Hibbert 1965). BROOK simulates such clearing 
and regrowth by changing leaf area index (LAI), stem area index (SAI), and 
root zone depth (EZDEP). For Cl3, we set the root zone depth to 150, 250, 
350, and 450 mm for the 4 years following clearcutting. We also arbitrarily 
set SAI equal to 0, 0, 0.1, and 0.2 in the 4 years. We then varied the 
soil-water availability constant for evaporation (CE) and LAI until annual 
measured streamflow was reasonably simulated, while maintaining a smoothly 
increasing LAI. The final maximum values of LAI for the four summers of 
regrowth were 1.0, 2,0, 3.0, and 3.5. Simulated flow was too large in the 
second and third years of regrowth, implying that larger I.Al's or larger 
EZDEP could have been used in these years (Table 5-1). 
BROOK produced the expected changes in transpiration, soil evaporation, 
and interception that occur following clearing (Table 5-1). The actual 
values of these amounts can be questioned, but they can be changed consid-
erably by tinkering with seasonal variation in LAI. Better simulation of 
regrowth cannot be expected until much more is known about the relation of 
LAI to the several evaporation components, and unless the changes of LAI 
in regrowth are measured. 
R2 was cleared in December 1965 without product removal. Regrowth was 
prevented in 1966, 1967, and 1968 by herbiciding with bromacil and 2,4,5-T 
(Hornbeck and others 1970). The watershed has been regrowing since 1969. 
For 1967 through 1972, LAI was estimated visually from photographs taken at 
10 fixed locations roughly each month through the summer. These values 
were not changed thereafter. EZDEP and SAI were also estimated and fixed 
before simulation (Table 5-2). The evaporation parameter CE was adjusted 
to match the simulated and measured flows in the first 3 years after clear-
ing. The low correlation coefficients for water year 1968 were caused by 
terrible snowmelt simulation, just as also occurred in H3. 
The 5 regrowth years, 1969-1973, were run only once, so they are 
validation years. Simulated flow tended to exceed measured flow in these 
years (Table 5-2), as it did at Coweeta. About one-third of this difference 
could be eliminated by increasing EZDE? 'by 100 m::. Evidently, total evapo-
transpiration at intermediate LAI and EZ~EP values is too low, but it is 
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Figure 5-7. Simulated versus measured monthly stream-
flow for 3 years of Hubbard Brook Watershed 7. 
not clear whether the LAI effect should be changed in transpiration, soil 
evaporation, interception, or all three. There are no measurements of 
the relative amounts of these fluxes for regenerating forests. 
We adjusted measured streamflo• of H2 by a factor of 0.91 to make it 
comparable to HJ (Hornbeck and others 1970). The necessity for this has 
been attributed to possible error in establishing the boundary of H2. 
Parameter selection and algorithm il:provement cannot make a model better 
than the quality of the input data allows. 
- 3L. -
Table 5-1. llesults from simulation of cutting and regrowth for Cl3 
Water xear 
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
LAI summer 4.0 4.0 0-1.0 1.5-2.0 2.0-3.0 2.5-3.5 
LAI winter 0.5 o.o 0 0 0.1 0.2 
SAi 1.5 l.S-0.0 0 0-0.l 0.1-0.3 0.3-0.5 
EZDEP 900 900 150 2SO 3SO 4SO 
Precipitation 21S4 1S46 1848 1838 1667 1637 
Measured flow 1381 698 1322 1306 843 990 
Simulated flow 1122 798 1328 ' 1418 1035 1031 
SURFLOW 210 lOS 314 346 224 1S4 
SNOWFLOW 0 1 4 12 1 0 
lNTERFLOW 627 361 6S9 632 457 S28 
GROUND FLOW 285 329 350 429 354 348 
Evaporation 891 792 408 Sll 630 680 
TRANS. 609 S02 30 146 293 387 
SOIL EVAP. 103 151 363 322 260 193 
SNOW EVAP. 1 3 6 s 3 0 
RAIN INT. 178 136 9 37 73 100 
SNOW INT. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r2 .907 .911 .752 .823 .884 .804 
Mccuen-Snyder r2 .82S .823 .752 .sos .784 .768 
Table S-2. llesults from simulation of cutting and regrowth for H2, by water 
year 
Forest Cleared Regrowing 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
LAI summer 4.0 4.0 o.o- o.o- 0.0- 0.3- o.s- 1.6- 2.8- 3.3-
0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 1.5 2.2 3.3 3.5 
LAI winter 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
SAI 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
EZDEP 635 635 100 100 150 lSO 250 350 400 450 
Precipitation 952 1216 1300 1387 1239 1267 1217 1215 1516 1848 
Measured flow 
x 0.91 454 724 1089 1122 1054 1005 897 756 975 1383 
Simulated flow 486 734 '1095 1177 1064 1059 961 854 1062 1395 
SURFLOW 102 203 497 553 415 441 282 251 362 513 
SNOFLOW 98 63 137 129 99 130 204 137 145 202 
INTERFLOW 286 468 461 . 496 551 489 475 466 554 679 
Evaporation 481 478 191 188 200 206 252 367 435 463 
TRANS. 314 312 3 7 13 22 71 171 240 275 
SOIL EVAP. 52 53 168 156 163 1S4 146 143 122 105 
SNOW EVAP. . 14 19 19 23 21 24 24 24 20 23 
RAIN It.'T. 90 86 1 4 4 7 11 29 S2 60 
SNOW INT. 10 7 0 ·o 0 0 0 1 1 2 
r2 .85 .83 .74 .86 .09 .63 .70 .71 .81 .81 
Mccuen-Snyder r2 .70 .75 • 72 • 77 .06 .S5 .58 .68 .68 .74 
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Large watersheds 
BROOK was developed for small, forested watersheds, but the hydrologic 
principles in it also apply to a large watershed. As a severe test we 
simulated 2 years of streamflow from the Pemigewasset River at Plymouth, 
R. B., a watershed of 1600 lan2. Much of this watershed is mountainous 
hardwood f orest--including Hubbard Brook--but the elevation ranges from 
140 m in flat river valleys containing some agriculture on deep alluvial 
soils to 1600 m and shallow, tundra-like soils and vegetation. 
The model is a lumped parameter model, so it cannot consider the vari-
ations in slope, aspect, elevation, soil dept~. and conifer cover on such 
a large watershed. We set slope and aspect equal to zero, the unsaturated 
zone below the root zone (UZDEP) to 1000 mm, groundwater parameters 
DRNC • 0.2 and GSC • 0.0025 (the values we were using for Coweeta at the 
time of the run), winter LAI• 0.5, and all other parameters as for H3. 
Precipitation and temperature data were obtained from a weather station at 
Woodstock, N. B., centrally located but at an elevation of only 220 m. 
The simulation is not good (Fig. 5-8), but most months are as close as 
for B3 (Fig. 5-3). In the hydrograph, problems are evident with base flow, 
which could be improved by fiddling with DRNC, GSC, and UZDEP, and in snow-
melt timing. The snowmelt timing probably cannot be improved because the 
cause of the problem is the desynchronization caused by varying aspect and 
elevation. Annual simulated and measured flows were 703 and 660 mm in 
1971-1972 and 845 and 940 mm in 1972-1973. Pearson and McCuen-Snyder 
coefficients were 0.71 and 0.53 in 1971-1972 and 0.47 and 0.37 in 1972-1973. 
Conifers 
We have not tried to systematically test the behavior of BROOK for 
conifer-covered watersheds in which LAI is set at 4.0 all year. But in 
early runs to choose interception coefficients and to test LAI functions, 
we did ensure that interception and transpiration from conifer-covered 
watersheds for Coweeta were similar to the totals provided by Swift and 
others (1975) for the pine-covered Coweeta Watershed 1. In general, both 
for hardwoods and conifers, BROOK gives somewhat lower interception and 
higher transpiration than does the model of Swift and others (1975). An 
increase in the interception constant INC and a corresponding reduction 
in the potential evapotranspiration available for transpiration would make 
BROOK more similar to theirs. 
Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis determines how much the results of the model 
are affected by varying each parameter separately. The results of a sensi-
tivity analysis vary depending on the parameter set being studied. For 
example, the constant controlling soil-water availability for evaporation 
(CE) will have little effect for a mature forest and great effect for a 
cleared area. Si.It.ilarly, snow parameters have little effect if there is 
little snow. Here we show results of sensitivity analysis only for the 
hardwood-forested F.3 and Cl4. Parameter sensitivity should be averaged 
over several years but this takes too much computer time. We used just 
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Figure 5-8. Simulated versus monthly stream-
flow for 2 years of the Pemigewasset 
River at Plymouth, N. H. 
l year for each watershed, but in each case the preceding year was also 
run to initialize storages. We made runs with each parameter decreased 
by 20% and increased by 20%, and report the resulting percentage change 
in annual simulated flow, and in annual Pearson and McCuen-Snyder correla-
tion coefficients (Table 5-3). 
The most sensitive parameter is the exponent of the hydraulic conduc-
tivity equation in the root zone (KESLP). For H3, a 20% decrease in KESLP 
caused an 11% increase in streamflow, while the response for Coweeta was 
only slightly less (Table 5-3). A 20% change in KESLP caused changes of 
4 to 49% ic the correlation coefficients. KESLP was not a fitted parameter. 
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Table 5-3. Percentage change in •imulated flow, Pearson correlation coefficient, 
and McCuen-Snyder correlation coefficient caused by a 20% decrease 
and 20% increase in the given parameter for H3 in 1966-1967 and for 
Cl4 in 1968-1969 
Pearson Mc: Cuen-Snyder 
Parameter Water- Standard Simulated correlation correlation 
ehed value flow coefficient coefficient 
Dec. Inc. Dec. Inc. Dec. Inc. 
----------- % Change --------------', 
PE multiplier (PEC) B3 1.0 9 -6 -2 1 0 -1 
Cl4 1.2 10 -8 0 0 4 -4 
Interception constant (INC) H3 0.75 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Cl4 0.75 2 2 0 0 1 -1 
R.oot zone depth (EZDEP) H3 635 4 -2 -1 0 4 -4 
Cl4 900 3 -3 0 -1 5 -5 
Availability constant (CT) H3 28 
-2 2 0 -1 0 0 
Cl4 25 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 
Evaporation availability B3 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
constant (CE) Cl4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Source area exponent (PAC) B3 40 -1 1 -2 -4 -8 10 
Cl4 25 -1 2 -2 -12 -14 -25 
Source area coefficient (PC) B3 .00015 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
Cl4 .00070 0 0 1 -1 -4 4 
R.oot zone conductivity B3 12.56 11 -2 -5 -6 -8 14 
exponent (KESLP) Cl4 11.74 9 -2 -4 -22 -17 -49 
R.oot zone conductivity B3 .204E8 0 0 0 0 1 -1 
coefficient (KEINT) Cl4 .105E8 0 0 -1 0 3 -2 
Unsaturated zone conduc- B3 12.56 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tivity exponent (KUSLP) Cl4 11.74 2 -2 0 0 4 -1 
Unsaturated zone conduc- B3 .204E8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tivity coefficient (KUINT) Cl4 .105E8 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
Unsaturated zone depth B3 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(UZDEP) Cl4 4200 0 0 1 -1 9 -8 
Fraction to groundwater Cl4 0.4 0 0 0 -1 8 -8 
(DRNC) 
Groundwater flow constant Cl4 0.005 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
(GSC) 
Seasonal melt factor (MELFUN) B3 .7,2.2, 0 0 -6 3 -8 7 
.7 
Cold content accum. days (MT) B3 10 0 0 2 -3 0 -2 
Rain-sno~ separation B3 -2.8 0 0 1 0 0 0 
temperature (RSFl) 
Cold conte:it factor (CCFUN) B3 .2, .4, .2 0 0 1 -2 0 0 
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It was calculated from measured soil properties as described in Chapter 4. 
However it is near an optimal value for this year at least because both a 
20% increase and a 20% decrease lower the Pearson correlation coefficient 
for both Coweeta and Hubbard Brook. For Hubbard Brook, KESLP is not near 
optimum by the Mccuen-Snyder co~relation coefficient, illustrating how 
different test criteria can indicate different optimum values for parameters. 
The second most sensitive parameter in terms of the correlation co-
efficients is the exponent of the source area equation (PAC); but it had 
only a small effect on annual flow. For Hubbard Brook, the chosen PAC value 
is not optimum by the McCuen-Snyder coefficient for the 1 year tested here, 
but 6 years were used to select PAC. A paraneter that is optimum over 6 
years may not be optimum for any 1 of those years. 
As e.~pected, the multiplier of potential evapotranspiration (PEC) had 
a large efiect on annual flows, a change of 20% changing the flows by 6 to 
10%. The effect on the correlation coefficients, which evaluate the timing 
of the flows, was less. 
Several other parameters were sensitive. Changes in root zone depth 
(EZDEP) changed annual flows and the McCuen-Snyder coefficient, but not the 
Pearson coefficient. For Coweeta, the depth of the unsaturated zone (UZDEP) 
and the fraction of flow to groundwater (DRNC) affected the timing of flow 
significantly but not the amount. For Hubbard Brook, the degree day factor 
(MELFUN) similarly affected the timing but not the annual flow. 
All other parameters testea could be changed 20% without affecting 
total flow or correlation coefficients by more than 4%. They can be said 
to be insensitive. 
The important parameters LAI and SAI were not tested. Summer values 
of these parameters for these watersheds must be 4.0 and 2.0, representing 
mature forest. The winter value of LAI for Hubbard Brook obviously should 
be zero. Only the winter LAI for Coweeta could have been fitted. The 
effect of changing the leaf out and leaffall transition dates has been 




CHAPTER 6. STUDIES WITH THE MODEL 
Transpiration 
Transpira~ion from mature hardwood trees may differ among species so 
forest management that selects for certain species can alter streamflow. 
In another paper (Federer and Lash 1978), we used BROOK to analyze differ-
ences in streamf low that could be caused by stands of species having 
extreme characteristics. Changing the transition dates for leaf area index 
(LAI) -simulated differences in timing of leafout in spring and color change 
in a~tumn. Differences in stomatal resistance in trees that are not water-
atressed were simulated by arbitrarily increasiilg and decreasing daily 
transpiration. Changes of the soil-water availability parameter (CT) simu-
lated possible differences in root distribution with depth. Annual stream-
flow diffe~ed by as much as 120 mm because of these changes. For Hubbard 
Brook, with its fast response, the differences in streamflow occurred 
shortly after the differences in transpiration. For Coweeta, with its slow 
response, the streamflow differences were spread over the entire year. 
Floods and droughts 
Hornbeck (1973a) and Hornbeck and Federer (1974) used an early version 
of BROOK to evaluate soil-water deficits prior to midsummer stormflows. 
The frequency of agricultural drought, defined as the occurrence of low 
soil-water content, is now being studied with BROOK. Fifty years of 
weather records for several New Hampshire stations will be run through BROOK 
to estimate soil-water status in summer. 
Nutrients 
Concentrations of nutrients have been measured in streams flowing from 
regrowing forests in northern New Hampshire • .!/ BROOK provided estimates 
of monthly streamflow so that total amounts of nutrient loss could be cal-
culated. Nutrient concentration in input precipitation and exchange of 
nutrients with water j°ving through the soil determine the nutrient content 
in streamflow. Ohb~ developed a simple nutrient mixing model from an 
early version of BROOK. The current BROOK model has been used similarly 
by Aber.Ji The success of such models may be partly limited by lack of 
understanding of nutrient exchange, and also by the oversimplification of 
soil-water movement in models like BROOK • 
. !/Martin, C. Wayne, R. S. Pierce, and G. E. Likens. 
clearcutting affects nutrient cycles and stream chemistry 
Mountains of New Hampshire. (Manuscript in preparation.) 
1978. Commercial 
in the White 
~/Ohba, Takao. 1976. Hydrologic interpretation of stream water 
chemistry in W-6, Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest, N. H. (Unpublished 
M.S. thesis, University of New Hampshire.) 
~/Aber, John. 1977. Personal communication. 
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Clearing of hardwoods 
Hydrologists have long used paired watershed experiments to study 
the effect of forest alteration on streamflow. After several years of 
calibration, one watershed is treated and the other used as a control 
(Hornbeck 1973b). Langford and McGuinness (1976) recently concluded that 
a hydrologic model could replace the control watershed with little loss 
of sensitivity. However our experience with BROOK has not verified this. 
At Hubbard Brook, differences in measured streamflow among forested water-
sheds are much smaller than differences between simulated and measured 
streamflow from H3. Where there is excellent agreement between paired 
watersheds, a model cannot substitute for t~e control. 
On the other hand, paired watershed experiments are subject to the 
vagaries of weather in the first year after treatment (Hornbeck 1973b). 
The "first-year increase" in streamno ... · following clearing of hardwoods 
may depend greatly on the precipitation pattern in that year. One way 
around this problem is to maintain the cleared condition of the watershed 
for several years by herbicides or cutting. This was done for 3 years on 
H2. But a hydrologic model like BROOK is required to examine the effect 
of any desired precipitation pattern on the first-year increase. 
A second problem in paired watershed research is that only one slope 
and aspect can be studied in each experiment. Coweeta is the only place 
in the eastern United States where essentially similar experiments have 
been made on different aspects. The conclusion is that streamflow increases 
from clearing hardwood forests depend greatly upon aspect of the watershed 
(Douglass and Swank 1975). 
With the two questions of differences in precipitation and aspect in 
mind, we made a number of simulations with BROOK. Rather than using real 
watersheds, we chose three slope-aspect combinations: 15° south-facing, 
horizontal surface, and 15° north-facing. All other parameters were the 
values for H3 or for Cl4. With the Coweeta parameters we used 6 water 
years of precipitation and temperature, 1962-1967. Annual precipitation 
ranged from 1538 to 2071 mm. We made another set of runs with that daily 
precipitation multiplied by 0.6 to produce a record representative of lower 
elevations in the southeastern United States; these runs are referred to 
as Coweeta x.6. 
With Hubbard Brook parameters we constructed semi-artificial records 
for 4 of the 6 years we ran. (This is unfortunate because it is confusing, 
but we thought it was a good idea at the time.) From 18 years of available 
data we chose data for each month to give 2 years with somewhat low pre-
cipitation each month (annual totals 863 and 894 mm), one having large 
storms and the other smaller storms, and 2 years with somewhat high pre-
cipitation each month (annual totals 1214 and 1217 mm), again with one 
having larger and the other smaller storms. For the other 2 years, we 
used data for 1967, which was dry early in the summer and wet later, and 
for 1968, which was wet early in the summer and dry later (annual totals 
1393 and 1270 mm). 
Simulated streamflow increases caused by clearing hardwood fores: 
varied from 230 to 325 mm for a 15° south-facing watershed at Hubbard 
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lrook (Table 6-1). The measured increases from H2 were successively 
346, 273, and 240 mm (Hornbeck and Federer 1975). The agreement is not 
aurprising because some parameters were chosen to fit H2 data. 
For Coweeta, the mean simulated increase for all 6 years varied from 
343 mm on a 15° north-facing slope to 381 mm on a 1S 0 south-facing slope. 
The measured increase for the east-facing Cl3 was 361 mm in 1940 and 381 mm 
in 1962 (Douglass and Swank 1972). Again, agreement is not surprising 
because parameters were chosen to give it. 
An equation by Douglass and Swank (197S), which is based on many 
paired watershed experiments in eastern forests, predicts much larger 
increases on north-facing than on south-facing slopes (Table 6-1). BROOK, 
on the other hand, predicts somewhat larger increases on south-facing 
slopes. The Douglass-Swank equation has t~'<> limitations. First, for a 
15° north-facing slope at Hubbard Brook, the equation predicts a first-
year increase of 514 mm (Table 6-1). This is larger than annual evapo-
transpiration on Hubbard Brook Watershed 7 and must be a considerable 
overestimate. Second, the Douglass and Swank equation does not consider 
variation in annual precipitation and gives the same prediction for 
Coweeta as for Coweeta with its precipitation reduced by 0.6. With the 
lower precipitation, BROOK predicts that soil-water supply sometimes 
limits transpiration, thus causing a 100-mm smaller increase in streamflow. 
The Douglass-Swank equation is based on measured results from gaged water-
sheds, mostly at Coweeta, whereas BROOK is a simulation that includes 
numerous assumptions. This question of effect of aspect on water yield 
increases following clearing needs more research. 
Converting hardwoods to conifers 
An experiment in streamflow changes from converting a hardwood forest 
to conifers has been carried out on Watershed 1 at Coweeta. Sixteen years 
after planting, the white pines on this watershed had a well-developed 
canopy and were probably similar to mature forest in terms of evapotran-
spiration. Streamflow was then 200 mm less than if the watershed had 
remained in hardwoods. BROOK simulates a mean of 19S mm for such a change 
on a 1S 0 south-facing watershed similar to Watershed 1. On the basis of 
this agreement, a model like BROOK can study the range of variation with 
precipitation and aspect (Table 6-2) just as we did in the last section on 
clearing of hardwoods. The lower streamflow from conifers is caused both 
by greater interception and greater transpiration (Table 6-2) in months 
when the hardwoods are leafless. 
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Table 6-1. Simulated increase in annual streamf low (mm) by clearing 
hardwood forest, maximum, minimum, and mean of values for 
6 different years. D-S values are predicted from Douglass 
and Swank's (197S) equation 
Watershed Max. Min. Mean D-S 
Hubbard Brook is• S-f acing 324 230 267 276 
horizontal 308 223 2S7 348 
is• N-facing 287 ' 218 246 Sl4 
Cowee ta is• S-facing 4S2 319 381 249 
horizontal 427 300 362 297 
is• N-facing 396 29S 343 402 
Cowee ta is• s-facing 424 214 270 243 
Precip x 0.6 horizontal 39S 193 2S4 297 
is• N-facing 367 18S 247 402 
Table 6-2. Simulated decrease in streamflow (mm) by converting mature 
hardwood forest to mature conifers, maximum, minimum, and 
mean of values for 6 different years 
Watershed Maximum Minimum Mean 
Hubbard Brook is• S-facing 214 174 194 
horizontal 184 149 16S 
is• N-facing 147 119 132 
Cowee ta is• S-facing 229 143 19S 
horizontal 194 126 164 
is• N-facing 146 105 126 
Cowee ta is• S-facing 197 so 148 
Precip x 0.6 horizontal 164 52 133 
is• N-facing 126 46 104 
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CHAPTER 7. PROBLEMS WITH THE MODEL 
No simulation model is ever complete or perfect. BROOK has a number 
of problem areas that are not resolved to our satisfaction. Most of these 
areas are mentioned elsewhere but in this chapter we will list them all in 
one place. We leave it to future users to wrestle with them. 
The determination of whether precipitation is rain or snow causes 
major errors in snow accumulation and timing of streamflow from snowmelt. 
If the form of precipitation were available, it could be added as an input 
variable, and would greatly improve simulation results. Tinkering with 
the critical temperature (RSF) might improve results for any specific loca-
tion. Provision for mixed rain and snow at some temperatures did not help 
our simulations. An elevation correction for temperature could be added. 
The relation of the components of evaporation to leaf area index (LAI) 
and stem area index (SAI) at intermediate values of these parmeters is 
hypothetical and could be modified. Part of the problem of simulating re-
growth might be cured here, but only if good values of LAI and root zone 
depth (EZDEP) were known. 
Water movement through the soil below the root zone controls streamflow 
timing. The model algorithms are crude and could be improved particularly 
when the soil is deep and there is groundwater. Timing is also affected 
by the source-area coefficients. But improvement of the source-area part 
of the model probably requires more field research. 
With deep soils, the recession curves from a single storm are double-
peaked, with the interflow peak occurring several days after the rain and, 
thus, the surface flow peak from source areas. Such double peaks are seldom 
observed, so the simulation result is an artifact of the artificial separa-
tion of flow sources. In reality, the watershed flow generation process is 
a continuum, but this is exceedingly hard to simulate (Freeze 1974). 
The need to increase the Hamon potential evapotranspiration by 20% for 
Coweeta is frustrating, because it leaves unanswered the question of how to 
interpolate between Coweeta and Hubbard Brook. The only solution seems to 
be to use a PE method that requires more data, or to develop a new method. 
BROOK has a conceptual difficulty with regard to the surface layer 
containing water that can become soil evaporation. At present, only soil 
evaporation and not transpiration removes water froc this storage. Conse-
quently, soil evaporation goes longer than it should before being limited 
by dry soil. This is not much of a problem for fully forested conditions 
when soil evaporation is low anyway, or in cleared conditions when transpi-
ration is low. However in regrowing situations, soil evaporation will be 
larger than it should be in dry pe~iods. 
Another conceptual difficulty concerns the effect of slope and aspect. 
Although it is not obvious, this effect is accountec for in three ways: 
_by the slope-aspect correction factor (RS), by dayle~gth (DAYL), and by 
input temperature (TEMP). Daylength (DAYL), which :s a cultiplier in cal-
culating PE, is calculated for the particular slope, not for a horizontal 
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surface. Because RS is controlled partly by daylength, the RS 
and DAYL corrections are partly redundant. Perhaps DAYL for a 
horizontal surface £hould be used instead. If mean daily 
temper~ture is measured on the same aspect as the watershed, then 
it already includes some effect of aspect. It is not clear 
whether it is better to use a temperature measured on the slope, 
as we did for Hubbard Brook or in the valley floor, as we did for 
Coweeta. 
Interception of rain by conifers is probably too low <Table 
5-2>. BROOK simulates about 200 mm for Coweeta, but Swift ano 
others (1975) useo 331 mm and Helvey <1967), estimated 530 mm for 
mature pine at Coweeta. Any attempt to increase interception by 
increasing the interception constant <INT) must be compensated 
somehow by a corresponding decrease in transpiration. Otherwise, 
the total evapotranspiration will be too high ano the streamflow 
too low. 
BROOK cannot handle partial cuts of a watershed reasonably, 
and neither, we believe, can any other model unless it is 
specifically fitted for a certain kind of cut. Sometimes the 
amount of watershed cut is specified by the fraction of basal 
area removed. But removing a large portion, say half, leaves 
much differer.t conf i9urations, depending on wheth~r the cut was a 
selection cut, a strip cut, or a single block cut of half the 
watershed. The evporation components will differ drastically 
depenaing on the type of cut. The total evapotranspiration and 
resulting streamflow probably also differ. We tried to develop 
sorne kind of a relation to account for configuration based on 
exposure of individual remaining trees. But this failed 
primarily because there is virtually no data on which to base the 
relation. 
Although the problem of predicting streamflow from partial 
cuts has been arouna for a long time and we are concerned with 
it, we must confess that BROOi. makes no contribution to solving 
it. BROOr. cannnot be used for selection or shelterwood cuts. 
Only for block clearcuts where the blocks are sufficiently large, 
perhaps 5 hectare, is there a way out. Then BROOK must be run 
twice, once fer the cleared blocks and once for the rernainino 
f ore£t, anc the simulated stre~nf lows weishtecl for the fraction 
of the watershed in each. 
CHAPTER t (revised), USING THF ~ODEL 
BROOK2 is written in ANSI Fortran-77 except for in-line 
definitions following /* in specification state~ents, and $INSERT 
to add COMMON to pro9ram blocks. Any other deviations from 
standard are unintentional. 
The flow of the model is as follows, with subroutine names 
in capitals: 
Interactive inputs 
PARANRD - reads parar.ieters 
Begin year loop 
DATARD - reads one year of data 
Begin month loop 
negin day loop 
CHl·!GERD - if parameters are changed during run 
THEDAY - main day program 
SOLAP. - solar functions 
POTET - potential evapotranspiration 
RAINSI~rn;: - rain-snow separation 
SBINTER - rain interception 
SBSNOINT - snow interception 
SBINTVAP - evaporation of intercepted snow 
SBSNOVJ:.P - snow evaporation 
SNOWMELT - snowrnelt 
FLOl'l - subsurface water movement 
SBEVAP - soil evaporation 
SBTRA?-~S -transpiration 
SBGSEEP - seepage loss 
SBGWFLO - groundwater 
sur~J..RR - for daily output and monthly totals 
End of day loop 
End of month loop 
SMOO'l'H - runnin9 3-day means of strea::;f low 
STAT - statistical co~parison of simulated and measured 
strearnf low 
SUUARR - for annual totals and output 
PLOTl - plotted output 
PPLOT - one line of plotted outp~t 
End of year loop 
In addition there is a general interpolation routine, 
Il~TERP, anci an external cor.,r.:on block cor:n. Subroutine U?TEP.P 
interpolates linearly between pairs of CX, YJ values when an 
intermediate value of X is civen. This routine is used for 
LP.IFU?!, SAIFUl;, HELFUt:, anci c·crur for which Y. is the day number 
in the calendar year CCOUNT), anc for COVFUN, for which >: depends 
on LAI and SAI. co~~ is placed in several subroutines and the 
main proQram by the SINSERT statement. On systems where such an 




Although it may seem illogical, things will be clearer if we 
describe the output first, then the inputs. 
The model runs on a water year basis, but there is provision 
for running only a chosen number of months after the beginning of 
the water ye~r. All output for one water year is printed before 
any output for the next year. Hater years must begin on the 
first day of a month. Examples of output are shown in Chapter 
12. 
The first section of output echoes the values read in froc a 
parameter file. All these parameters except for EZDEP, UZDEP, 
LA I FU t! , and s A I FU?! rem a i n constant through the run. The 
parameters EZDEP, UZDEP, LAIFUI-~, anc SAIFUll can be changed during 
a run as described in the Input section. 
Yearly output begins with a 5 character lc:.bel, ANAl~E, that 
describes the year's data set. The next line shows the initial 
storages in the EZ01a:, UZONE, Gl·:zot~r, and SNOl·i at the beginning 
of the water year. These values have been either provided as 
input for the first water year or carried over from the last day 
of the preceding water year if the sequence of water years is 
continuin9. 
Daily output is optional. If selected, it prints one line 
for each day in the year. The line contains precipitation, the 
four components of streamflow and their sum, seepage loss, the 
five components of evaporation anc:i their sum, and the five 
storages at the end of the day. 
The SMOO~H subroutine calculates 3-day running means of 
measured and simulated streamflow to use in statistical and 
graphed output. If the option is selected, a line •RUNNING HEAi~ 
OPTion• is printed. 
Optional statistical output provides statistical comparisons 
of daily measured and simulated streamflow for each month anc for 
the year. Ob~iously it is only useful when measured strearnflow 
is provided as input. Values for each month ana the water year 
are given on separate lines. Each line includes the measurea and 
simulated daily flows, the mean difference bet~een measured and 
sirr.ulated daily flows, the standard deviation of the differences, 
the sum of souares of the differences, the Pearson correlation 
coefficient, ~he Mccuen and Snyder Cl975) correlation coefficient 
<see Chapter S>, the total measured flow, and the total simulated 
flow. Running mean values are used for all this output if that 
option is in effect. 
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The next output section contains monthly summaries of flows 
and storages and is not optional. The first part contains the 
amount of ~·ater in each storage at the end of the month and the 
average values of EZONE and UZONE for each month. The second 
part provides the monthly and annual total flows for all flow 
paths in the model as well as measured flow, precipitation, PE, 
and mean monthly temperature. Running means are not used in this 
output as indicated by the labels 8 RAW•. 
Two graphs or plots are available as optional output. Each 
plot has one line for each day in the year. The flow plot shows 
daily precipitation (dots), measured stream!low (asterisks), and 
simulated streamflow <plus signs>. Running 3-day means are 
plotted if that option was selected. The three columns of data 
are daily rainfall, daily snowfall, and daily mean temperature. 
An asterisk is shown when there is snow on the ground. The 
storage plot contains EZOHE (plus signs), UZOl:E (dots>, and SUON 
(asterisks). The scale for UZOCE should be multiplied by the 
scale factor given at the beginning of the graph. The data 
columns are identical to those in the first qraph. 
Input 
BROOI~2 is designed for interactive and disk oriented systems 
whereas the ori9inal BROOC was designed for batch processing of 
cards. The option in the original BROOh of running several sets 
of parameters at a time does not exist in BROOK2. 
BROOK2 begins by asking for the filenames and Fortran unit 
numbers of a parameter file, a data file, and an output file. 
Specifying unit numbers allows the unit number for a terminal to 
be assigned if desired. The program then asks for the number of 
water years to be run. If the response is l then the program 
asks for a number of months to bE run. P.esponse must be 12 to 
run a full year but may be less to run part of a year. If more 
than one year is desirec the run must be for a whole number of 
water years. The program will stop if the end of the data file 
is reached prematurely. 
The program then asks about the optional output desired. 
Responses oust be either T if the option is desired or F if the 
option is not wanted. The questions ask respectively about daily 
output, statistical octput, running 3-day rnean, flow plot, and 
storage plot. Futher operation of the program is automatic. 
The para~.e..t...e..t ~ in BROOK2 differs f rora the original BROOK 
in omitting the output options now specified interactively, and 
making covrui:, r:ELFUI:, and CCFUN input instead of BLOCK DATA. 
The file must be ordered as follows, with values on each line 
separated by a corona or blanks: 
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Line 1 - LAT, SLOPE, ASPECT 
LAT - latitude, degrees 
SLOPE - watershed slope, degrees 
ASPECT - watershed aspect, degrees from north through east 
Line 2 - INC, ISCSNO, MT, CCMAX, RSF, GRDMLT 
INC - rain interception parameter 
ISCSNO - snow interception parameter 
MT - number of preceding days over which cold content 
of snow is accumulated 
ccnAX - maximum cold content per mm of snow water content 
RSF - rain-snow separation point, ~c 
GRDMLT - rate of groundmelt of snowpack, mm/day 
Line 3 - PAC, PC, n:PERV ·---~­
PAC - source area coef f icie 
PC - source area xponent 
n~PERV - impervious raction of watershed 
Line ~ - CT, CE, PEC 
CT - transpiration availability paraoeter 
CE - soil evaporation availability paraoeter 
PEC - multiplying factor for PE 
Line 5 - EZDEP, UZDEP, EVDEP, EZlS 
EZDEP - thickness of root zone, mm 
UZDEP - thickness of unsaturated zone below root zone, mrn 
EVDEP - thickness of zone of evaporation from soil 
surface, mm 
EZlS - fractional water content in EZOI7E at lower limit 
of available water, mm/mm 
Line 6 - KEINT, KESLP, KUINT, KUSLP 
KEll!T - coefficient for EZONE conductivity function, mm/day 
KESLP - exponent for EZONE conductivity function 
Kun;T - coefficient for uzonE conductivity function, mm/day 
f.USLF - exponent for OZONE conductivity function 
Line 7 - DRHC, GSC, GSP 
DRrC - fraction of OZONE drainaae to ground~at!f 
GSC - fraction of m·:zm;E becoming seepa9e, aay 
GSP - traction of GHZONE becoming stree:rnflow, day-1 
Line ( - COVFUl~ C3 pairs of values) 
a~justnent to degree day factor for LhI and SAI 
Line S - f·;ELFUl~ C3 pairs of values) 
degree day factor as function of date 
Line 10 - CCFUN C3 pairs of values) 
cold co~tent adjustment as function of date 
Line 11 - L;..1pm; C 9 pairs of values> 
LAI as ~ function of day number of calendar year 
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Line 12 - SAIFUN (6 pairs of values> 
SAI as a function of day nurnber of calendar year 
MELFUN, CCFUN, LAIFUN, and SAIFUN must have 1 as the 
day number of the first pair and 366 as the day number 
of a later pair. Day numbers must be in increasing 
order. Unneeded pair£ must be put in as pairs of 
zeros. Linear interpolation is used between points. 
Line 13 - y~~IIU, YMAXl, YHil~2, YKAX2, DIV 
YMINl - ~inimum ordinate value for f lou graph, mm 
Y~iAXl - J.iaximum ordinate value for.flow graph, mm 
Ytnr-:2 - llinimum ordinate value for storage graph, mm 
YHAX2 - Maximum ordinate value for storage graph, mm 
DIV - Value by which UZONE is divided before graphing 
Line 14 - EZONE, UZONE, m:z01~E, Sl·\Ot·7, INTSHO 
EZO:~E - Initial value of EZOt~E, mn 
uzm:E - Initial value of UZOt!E, mm 
GWZO:~E - Initial value of GWZONE, mm 
SNQ\·; - Initial value of SN0\·1, mm 
INTSno - Initial value of INTSlm, mm 
Lines 15 tt.rough 17 may be omitted if no parameters are to 
change throu9h the run. Or they can be repe£ted as of ten as 
desired to make changes during the run. 
Line 15 - Cffi·:YR, CHCOUNT, CHEZDEP, CHUZDEP 
CH~YR - The number of the water year in the run when 
the change is to be made, e.g. 1, 2, etc. 
CHCOUNT - The day number of the calendar year on which 
the change is to be made. 
CHEZDEP - New value of EZDEP 
CHUZDEP - New value of UZDEP 
To maintain water balance the sum of EZDEP and 
UZDEP must remain constant through the run. 
Line 16 - CHL~IFUN - New LhIFUN {~ pairs of values). 
Line 17 - CHSAIFUN - Hew SAIFUN C6 pairs cf values). 
The d~1~ fil~ in BROOC2 requires the following lines as a 
minimum in order to run. 
Line 1 - 'A!:Al-~E' , N, HS, r-:BEG, YBEG 
ru:A~r - 5 character label for the water year, in single quotes 
N - number of days in the water year, 365 or 366 
MS - T if measured strearnflow data included, otherwise F 
NEEG- number of month with which data begins, 
i.e. first month in water year. Must be tt~ 
sarne for all ye~rs of data. 
YB~~ - year in which data begins, 4 digits 
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Lines 2-2[ - PPT 
PPT - daily precipitation in mm, l' v£lues per line, 
except on last line. Format <l4FS.l>. 
Lines 2S-55 - TMP 
TMP - daily mean temperature in °c, 14 values per line, 
except on last line. Format (l(FS.l>. 
Lines 56-£2 - MSF 
MSF - daily ~easured streamflow in mrn, 14 values 
line, except on last line. Forcat U4FS.l>. 
omitted, MS must be r. 
per 
If 
The file may continue with as many additional years of data 
as desired. Line l r:tust be the first line of each year's data. 
The format of the data file can be modified easily by the 
user by changing the subroutine DATARD. 
Variable 




names are now defined in the program listing 
Variables in common are defined only in COMM. 
more locally are defined in the routine that first 
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C COMMON FU.E 
C THIS FU.E IS INSERTED AT COMPll.E TIME INTO MOST SUBllOUTINES AND MAIN. 
c 
CBAR/.CTEB. *5 ARAME 
IEAL ASPECT 
CBARACTER*3 BMONTH ( 12) 
lEAL cc (450) 











































































/* 5 CB.ARACTER LABEL FOR WATER YE.A.I DATA 
/* ASPECT OF WATERSHED FROM 1' TllllOUGB E, DECREES 
/* IAMES OF MONTHS FOil CALENDAR TEAi 
/* COLD CONTENT 
/* COLD CONTENT ADJUSTMENT BY DATE 
/* Mil. COLD CONTENT PER UNIT SNOW STORAGE 
/* EVAPORATION AVAILABILITY PARAMETER 
/* TROE IF CHANGES TO IE MADE TO LAI,SAl,EZDEP,UZDEP 
DURING RUN 
/* HAMES OF MONTHS FOR WATER TEAi 
/* NUMBER OF DAY FOR CALENDAR YEAR 
/* ADJUSTMENT TO DEGREE DAY FACTOll FOR LA.I AND SAI 
/* TRANSPIRATION AVAILABILITY PARAMETER 
/* NUMBER OF FlllST DAY OF MONTH FOR CALENDAR YEAR 
/* DIVISOR FOR DECREASING OZONE SCALING IN STORAGE PLOT 
/* FRACl'ION OP UDIAIN GOING TO GWZONE 
I* DllAINAGE PROM !ZONE 
/* THICKNESS OF ZONE OF EVAPORATION FROM SOIL SUB.FACE 
/* TOTAL EVAPORABLE WATER 
/* EVW AT HYDRAULIC CONDUCl'IVITY OF 2 MM/DAY 
/* THICKNESS OF ROOT ZONE 
/* WATER STORAGE IN 1.00T ZONE 
/* !ZONE AT END OF DAY IY DATE 
/* LOWER LIMIT OF AVAILlBLE WATER IN EZONE 
/* IATE OF GROUNDKELT OF SNOWPACK 
/* FRACl'ION OF GWZONE GOING TO STREAMFLOW 
/* SEEPAGE LOSS Fl.OM GROUNDWATER 
/* FliCl'ION OF GWZONE GOING TO SEEPAGE 
I* GROUNDWATER now 
/* GROUNDWATER STORAGE 
/* WATER YEAR COUNTER 
/* IMPERVIOUS FIACTION OF WATERSHED 
I* lilN INTERCEPTION PilAMETEll 
/* RAIN INFILTRATION 
/* RAIN INTERCEPTION 
/* INTERFLOW FROM OZONE 
/* INTERCEPTED SNOW STORAGE 
/* EVAPORATION OF DrrERCEPTED SNOW 
/* DAILY OUTPUT IF TB.UE 
/* STATISTICS OUTPUT IF TRUE 
/* RUNNING KEAN STATISTICS IF TRUE 
/* TRUE IF FLOW PLOT WANTED 
/* TRUE IF STORAGE PLOT WANTED 
/* SNOW INTERCEPTION PARAMETER 











































































































/* EXPONENT FOi EZONE COh'DUCTIVITY FUNCTION 
/* COEFFICIENT roa VZORE CONDUCTIVITY lVliCTlON 
/* EXPONENT FOR OZONE CONDUCTIVITY lVRCTlON 
/* LEAF AREA INDEX 
/* LAI AS FUNCTION OF DATE 
/* LATITUDE OF WATElSllED 
/* llUMBEl OF FIRST MONTH IN VATEI ?l.A1 
/* DAY COUNTER FOi WA.TU YEAll 
/* DEGREE DAY FACTOR AS FUNCTION OF DATE 
/* MEASURED snEAMFLOW FOi DATE 
I* TIDE IF KEASUJlED now IS IRPUT 
/* DAILY KEASUl.ED FLOW 
/* llUMBER OF PRECEDING DAYS OVEI WBICB COLD CONTENT 
ACCUMULATED 
/* llUMBER OF DAYS IN WATll YEAR. 
/* NUMBER OF DAYS II MONTH FOi WATll TE.il 
/* NUMBER OF DAYS 1R MOliTB FOi CALENDAR YEAll 
/* NET RAINFALL 
/* DAY COUNTER FOR MOh'TB 
/* 12 UNLESS NUMBER OF MOh'THS TO BE RUN IS LESS 
/* MONTH COUh'TER FOR WATER YEAR 
/* REFREEZING RAIN IN SNOWPACK 
/* NUMBll OF WATER YEARS 
/* SOURCE AREA~ 
/* SOURCE AREA~ 
/* POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 
/* MULTIPLYING FACTOR FOR PE 
/* DAILY PRECIPITATION 
/* Pl.ECIPITATION FOi THE DAY 
/* SOURCE AREA FRACTION 
/* liIN FOR THE DAY 
/* liIN BY DATE 
/* RAIN-SHOW SEPARATION POIRT 
/* STEM AB.EA Il'Dtl 
/* SAi AS A FUHCl'ION OF DATE 
/* EVAPORATION Fl<li SOIL SURFACE 
/* SROWMELT INFILTRATION 
/* SLOPE OF WATERSHED 
/* SNOWFALL FOR THE DAY 
/* SNOWFALL BY DATE 
/* NET SNOWFALL 
/* SROWMELT IUNOFF FIOM SOURCE AR.EA 
/* SHOW INTERCEPTION IA.TE 
/* SNOWMELT RATE 
/* EVAPORATION FROM SNOWPACK 
/* SNOWPACX STORAGE 
/* SROW-WATEl COh'TENT BY DATE 
/* SIMULATED DAILY STIEAMFLOW 
/* JAIN IUHOFF FROM SOlJICE AB.EA 
/* MEAN TEMPERATUIE FOi TBE DAY 
/* DAILY MEAN TEMPEliTUR.E 
/* TIANSPWTIOR 
/* DRAINAGE TO GllZONE 












COMMON PPT I TKP ,KSF I STll'LO. 
* SNOWl ,SNOl ,IAIRl ,!ZOR!l I 
* VZONEl,R,KIEC,AJU.ME,CC 
/* VNSATVIATID ITOIACE IELOW lOOT ZONE 
/* VZOHE AT IHD OF DAl It DATE 
,. VATEl KOVEMEllT OUT or VZONE 
,. IECIRNINC 1'Ul or llAnl 'BAl 
/* ILUIKDM OIJ>IRATE TA.LUI Ill FLOW PLOT 
/* ICUIMDM OIJ>IRATI TAJ.VE D STOllAG! PLOT 
/* MINIMUM OIJ>IRATE '£LUE IR FLOW PLOT 












* KVSLP,UZONE,SNOW,PAC,INC,CCMAX,l.Sf ,MT, 
* SAl,GWZONE,CE,PEC,IOD,lOS,IOSM,CB.AlfGES,MS 
COMMON 1Mll0 ,YMAX1,YMIN2,YKU2,DIV ,IPF, IPS 
c ************** 
c 
PllOGIW! IB.OOK 2 
C TBIS PROGUM IS JlEWl.ITTIN IN ANSI STARD.ilD FOl.Tllil-77 
C FJlOM TBE FOITLU-66 YEl.SlOB D Ulm VB.IC l!S UP 19. 
C JiON-STANl>ilD USAGE DVCLtn>ES /* COMMENTS D LINES. 
C TBE MEW Pl.OGRAM Pl.ODUCES THE SAME OUTPUT Fl.OM TIE SA.ME DPUT DATA, 
C JUT IT IS EAS I!l TO llliD, IAS I Ell TO MOD In, AND llARDL!S DtPtJT BETTEl. 
C TBE llEW PIOGliM IS ALSO DES lGNED FOi TERMINAL AND DISt USE liTHEll 
C TB.AN FOi IATCB CAJlD USE. 
c 
C a!Wl.ITTEN IY C.A.FEDEl.EI II SEPTEKBEl,1983. 
c 
$IN SEltT COMM 
c 
CBAR.ACTER* 12 DATNAME 
CB.All.ACTER*l2 OUTNAME 







/* FILE JtAME or INPUT DATA FILE 
/* FILE JU.ME OF OUTPUT FILE 
/* FILE JU.ME OF P.utAMETEl FILE 
I* DO IRD!X 
/* TIME STEP I 1 DAY 
/* UNIT JllJMIEI FOi INPUT DA'U FILE 
/* tnflT JroK!El FOR OUTPUT FILE 










C OPEN l>ATA FILES 
PIINT*, "'nPE RAKE OF IRPUT DATA FIL! IR QVOTIS. Kil. OF I CJWt."', 
* "' PLUS llTENSIOM, TB!N FOITIAlf UNIT IUMIEI"' 
l!AD (1,*) DATNAME,UD 
C UNIT 1 IS EXPECTED TO IE A TERMINAL 
c 
PlllfT*, "'nPE RAKE OF PilAMETEI FILE IR QUOTES, TIEN 1JRIT RUMIEI"' 
lEAJ> (1,*) PAMAKE,VP 
PlINT*,"'nPE RAKE OF OUTPUT FILE IN QUOTES, \11EN mt IUMIEI"' 




C INPUT lUN INFORMATION 
c 
PlllNT*,"'lfUMBER OF WATER YEARS TO IE lUN?"' 
llAD ( 1, *) INYl.S 
IF (HWYRS .EQ. 1) THEN 
PllNT*,"'lf'OMBER OF MONTES TO IE IUN?"' 
l.EAD (l,*) RMO 
ELSE 
RMO • 12 
DDIF 
PlllfT*,"'DAILY OUTPUT WANTED? T 01 F"' 
llAJ> ( 1,*) lOD 
PlINT*,"'STATISTlCAL OUTPUT WANTED? T 01 F"' 
lf.A.J> (1,*) IOS 
PlINT*,"'USE IUNNIIG TllREE DAY MEAlt? T 01 F"' 
lEAD (1, *) IOSM 
PIINT*,"'FLOW PLOT WANTED? T 01 F' 
llAD (1, *) IPF 
PIINT*,"'STOll.AGE PLOT WANTED? T 01 F"' 
aUD (l,*) IPS 
DT•l.O 
C TBEIE IS NO PROVIS ION FOi DT IOT EQUAL TO ORE DAY 
c 
CALL PAIAKRD (UP, 'DO) 
C TO kEAD PARAMETERS 
CHANGES • .TRUE. 
C UNTIL NO MORE CRANGES CAN IE 1.EAD 
DO S IC • l,NWYl.S 
C BEGIN YEA! LOOP 
CALL DATAllD (UP,UD,UO) 














DO 350 IN• 1,IOIO 
IEGllt ll>NTB LOOP 
DO 340 IOl•l,11>(1111) 






IF (CHANGES) CALL CBNGEllD(lJP,UO) 
CALL TBEDAY (DT) 
CALL SUMAll (UO,DT) 
END OF DAY LOOP 
CONTI.!WE 
IF (COUNT-l.EAL(N).GE.-1.0) COlJHT•O. 
FOR END OF CALENDAR YEAR 
END OF MONTB LOOP 
CONTINUE 
NN•l3 
IF (IOSM) CALL SMOOTH (UO) 
IF (IOS) CALL STAT (UO) 
CALL SUMARR (UO,DT) 
IF (IPF.OR.IPS) CALL PLOTl (UO) 
DO 355 I•l ,MT+l 
CAlUlY COLD CONTENT INTO RUT YEAR 
CC(Sl-I) • CC(51-I+ME) 
CONTINUE 







SUBROUTINE PAllAMR.D (UP,UO) 
TO READ A PARAMETER SET 
$IRSEilT COMM 




/* PARAMET!Il FILE UNIT 
/* OUTPUT FILE UNIT 
INTI. IRS IC EXP, LOG 







READ (UP,*) (COVFUN(I), I•l,6) 
1.EAD (UP,*) (MELFUN(I), 1•1,6) 
READ (UP,*) (CCFUN(I), I•l,6) 
llEAD (UP,*) (LAlFUN(l),I•l,18) 
READ (UP,*) (SAIFUN(l),1•1,12) 
1.EAD (UP,*) tMINl,nwtl, YMIN2, nwt2,DIV 
llEAD (UP,*) EZONE,UZONE,GW'ZONE,SNOW,INTSNO 
56 
VllTE (V0.100) LlT,SLOPE.ASPECT.lNC,lSCSNO,Kt,CCKAl,lSF,GJU>KLt, 
* PAC.PC,IKPEIV,CT,CE.PEC.IZDEP,VZDEP,IVDEP,IZ15, 
* l!lRT,lESLP,lVIRT,lUSLP,l>IJIC,GSC,GSP 
100 FOIMAT (31,/'LAT •'Ft.2,51,'SLOPE •'Ft.1,51,'ASPECT•',rt.l// 
* 31,'IMC •'1t.3,51,'1SCSNO-'Ft.3,51e'Kt •'It ,51., 
• 'CCMAX •'Ft.2,51, 'lSF •'1t.2.5I, 'GIJMJ.T•'rt.2// 
* 31,'PAC •'1t.2,51,'PC •'19.2,51,'Dl'PElV•'lt.3// 
• Jl, 'CT •'19.2.51, 'CE •'1t.2,51, 'PIC •'19.2// 
* 31,'IZDEP •'19.1,51,'UZDEP •'19.1,Sl,'IVDEP •'1t.1,Sl, 
* 'EZ15 •'1t.3// 
* ll, 'DIRT •'E9.3,5l, 'lESLP •'19.3,51, 'lUlRT •'lt.3,5X, 
* 'lOSLP •'19.3// 
* 31, 'DllNC •'F9.3,51, 'GSC •'19.4,51, 'GSP •'19.4/) 
RITE (00,200) COVFlJN,MEL117N,CC1UN,LllFUN,SA.l1UN 

















SUllOUTIRE DATilD (UP,UD,UO) 
TO lliD PUCIP, Tr.KP, Alm MESFLO FOl ONE YE.U, Alm TO DITULIZ! nil 
TBIS SUPOUTIRE MAY IE MODIFIED TO IEAD DATA IITO PPT, TKP, 
AND MSF Allll.AYS FROM ANY FIL! FORMATS. 
$Ilf SllT COMM 
c 
INTEGEl J /* DO DDEX 
LOGICAL LEAP /* T IF UAP WATER YEAR 
INTEGER STAT /* 1 IF END OF FILE, -1 IF EUOR. IN DATA 
IIT!GEl UD /* DATA FIL! UNIT 
INTEGER UO /* OUTPUT FILE UHIT 
IRT!G!R. UP /* PAIAM!TEI FIL! UHIT 
1.UD (UD,*,IOSTAT•STAT) ilAME,lf,MS,MBEG,YIEG 
IF ((MOD(YIEG,4) .IQ. 0 .Alm. MB!G .LE. 2) .OR. 
* (MOD(YBEG,4) .IQ. 3 .AND. KBEG .GT. 2)) THEN 
LEAP WATER T!A1t 
LEAP • .TRUE. 
ELSE 
LEAP • .FALSE. 
IHDIF 
IF ((LEAP .AND. R .If!. 366) .Oil. 
* (.ROT.I.UP .Alm. If .n. 365)) STOP 'RONG DAYS IN YU.R' 
IF (STAT .n. 0) GO TO 50 
1.EAD (UD,'(14F5.l)') (PPT(J),J•l,R) 
IF (STAT .n. 0) GO TO 50 
1.EAD (UD,'(14F5.1)') (TKP(J),J•l,N) 





IF (KS) TBEN 
lF.AJ> (VD,'(14F5.1)') (MSF(J),J•l,R) 
IF (STAT .RE. 0) GO TO 50 
ILSE 
DO 40 J•l,R 
MSF(J) • 0. 
CONTillUE 
Dl>IF 




STOP 'END OF DATA FILE' 




STOP 'ERROR lN DATA FILE' 
ENDIF 
'· 
C SET DAY COUNTERS, MONTH NAMES, AND DAYS IH MONTHS 
ME • 0 
COUHT•DAYCT(MBEG)-1 
IF (MBEG .GE. 3 .AND. MOD(YBEG,4) .EQ. 0) COUNT • COUNT + l 
IF (LE.AP) NDAY( 2) • 29 
DO 80 RN•l,12 
C SETS MONTHS FOR WATER YEAR 
IF ( (KBEG+HH-1) .LE. 12) TBEH 
ND(HH) • NDAY(KBEG+BB-1) 
CMONTB(HH) • BMOHTll(MBEG+BB-1) 
ELSE 
ND(HH) • NDAY(MBEG+BN-13) 




C WRITE INITIAL VALUES AND DAILY OUTPUT HEADER 
WRITE (UO,'(lBl,"DATA FILE''21,A5/)') AHAME 
WRITE (00,'(5X,"INITIAL STOIAGE-'',A3," l'',3X,"EZONE•'',F8.l, 
* 3X,"UZONE•'',F8.l,3X,"GWZONE•'',F8.l,3X,"SBOW•'',F8.l//)') 
* BMONTB(KBEG),EZONE,UZONE,GWZONE,SNOW 
IF (IOD) VlllTE (U0,'(6X'' PllECIP SURFLO SNOFLO IBTFLO GWFLO '', 
* ''STRFLO GSEEP INTVAP INTER SNOVAP SEVAP'', 



























CllZDEP /* RIV IZDEP 
CBLlIFUR(18)/* llW I.AIFUi 
CISAl11JN(12)/* BEW SAIFUR 
CBWll /* Ylil IUMID 101 arr CBARGIS 
CICOURT /* DAY 1'1JMIEI 101 nrr CJWfGIS 
CBUZDEP /* JIW UZDIP 
!ZOil /* REW IZOD 
I /* DO IltDU ' , 
STAT /* 1 IF 10 MOU CJWIGIS 
UO . /* OUTPUT FILI URIT 
UP /* PilAMETEll FILI UNIT 
UZCJ?f l /* NEW UZONE 
IF (IC .EQ. 1 .AND. ME .IQ. 1) THEN 
llEAD FillST SET OF CHANGES 
IUD (VP,*,IOSTAT•STAT) CBWYR,CBCOUNT,CBEZDEP,CBUZDEP 
IF (STAT .LT. 0) THEN 




JllAD (UP,*) (CBLllFUR(l),I•l,18) 
1EA1> (UP,*) (CBSAIFUH(l),l•l,12) 
CHARGES • .TllUE. 
DDIF 
DDIF 
Ir (IC .IQ. CBwn .Alm. COURT .EQ. CICOUNT) TBD 
C MilE CBAIGES 
IF (CBEZDEP.GT.EZDEP) THEN 














DO 20 I • 1,18 
Llll'lJB( I) • CBLlIFUR{ I) 
20 CORTiltU! 
59 
DO 25 I • 1,12 
BAIFVl(I) • CBSAil'VR(I) 
25 CORTIJIUI 
WllTI (VO,'(''lllV VALUES AT tl.All'',14,'' DAT'' 115.0/ 
* ''IZDIP •''.r7.2.'' VZDIP •''.r7.2, 
* /3X,''LAIFUR''•sx.9(r6.0,F6.2)/ 
* 3X,''SAIFUR''•5X•6(r6.0,r6.2)//)') 
* lC 1 CBCOUJIT 1 IZD!P 1 VZDIP,LAIFUR,8AlFUR 
c lEAD IEXT S!T or CBAIGIS 
c 
lEAD (UP,*,IOSTAT•STAT) CBWYl 1 CBCOUMT 1 CBEZDEP,C11UZDEP 
IF (StAT .LT. 0) TUR 




lEAD (UP,*) (CBLAIFUN(I),1•1,18) 
lEAD (UP,*) (CBSAIFUN(I),I•l,12) 





C •A A..,.AMIA+A A..,.Al>'*A ****** 
c 
SUlllOUTINE TBEDAY (DT) 













/* DAYLDGTB IR FIACTION OF 12 BOUl.S 
/* TIME IBTEaVAL • 1 DAY 
/*AVAILilLllVAPOIABLIVATlll 
/* AVAii.AiLE VATEll DI IZOBE 
/* POTlllTIAL SOIL EVAPOIATIOR 
/* UMAIRIRG POTERTIAL EVAP. 
/* SLOPE-ASPECT COIUl!CTIOR FACTOR 
EXTERHAL SOLAB. 1 INTEJlP 1 POTET 1 1ADISNOW 1 SBIRTlll,SBSROIRT, 
* SBINTVAP,SHOWKELT,FLOW,SBEVAP,SBTIAMS,SBGSEEP,SBGWFLO,SBSNOVAP 
IRnINSIC Mil,KIB 
CALL SOLAR (SLOPE/57.2958,ASPECT/57.2958,LAT/57.2958,COUHT,llS, 
1 DAYL,llE) 
LAI • IRTEJlP(COURT,LAIFUR) 
LAI • HIR(L&I,4.) 
SAI • IHTEJlP(COUJIT,SAD'UN) 
SAI • KIR(SAI,2.) 
CALL POTET (DAYL,PE,PEC,TIMP) 
CALL IAINSROW (PllCIP,lilR,llSF,TEKP) 
C TO DETEIMIRE FIA.ct IOB OF PUC IP AS SHOW 
c 















DTIAM • liD-DTlll 
CALL SISROIRT (DT,lKTSBO,lSCSRO,LAI,SAI,SRO,SROIIT) 
lKTSRO • INTSRO + SROINT*DT 
SROPAL • SRO - SROIRT 
SHOW • SROW + SROPAL*DT 
CALL SllNTVAP(DT,IRTSRO,PE,IRTVAP) 
lBTSHO • lHTSRO-lllTVAP*DT 
IF (IRTSRO.LT.0.0001) IRTSHO • O. 
PEIV • PE-IHTVAP 
CALL SBSNOVAP (DT,LAl,PEIV,SAl,SROVAP,SHOW,TEKP) 
SHOW • MAX(SNOW-SNOVAP*DT,O.) 
PEIV • (PEIV-SNOVAP)*l.S 
CALL SNOWMELT (CC,CCFUH,CCMAX,COUNT,COVFUH,DT,GIDMLT, 
* LAI,ME,KELFlJH,MT,NETllAR,lS,SAl,SROMLT,SNOW,TEKP) 
SHOW • MAX(SNOW-SHOMLT*DT,O.) 
IF (SHOW .LT. 0.0001) SHOW• O. 
CALL now CDT> 
c FOl SUlFACE All]) SU'BStJl.FACE nows 
c 
c 
IVW • MIR(EVW+SIDIL+lllFIL, IVWMil) 
IVWA • EVW-EZlS*EVDEP 
CALL SBEVAP (CE,DT,EVWA,LAI,PEEV,PEIV,SAI,SIVAP,SROW) 
C FOil SOIL EVAPORATION 
c 
c 
IVW • EVW-SEVAP*DT 
PEIV • P!IV-SEVAP 
IZA • IZOHE-EZlS*EZDEP 
CALL SBTJlANS(CT,EZA,LAI,PEIV,TIANS) 
C FOi TllANSPillATION 
c 
!ZONE • EZONE-(SEVAP+TRANS)*DT 
c 
CALL SBGSEEP (GSC,GSEEP,GSP,GWZONE) 
C FOR SEEPAGE LOSS 
c 
CALL SBGWFLO (GSC,GSP,GWFLO,GWZONE) 















SVll.OU'TII! SOLil (I,A,LO,DAY,1,DA!L,MI) 
ROM SWIFT, L.W. 1976. ALGOl.ITBM 101. SOLAR. l.ASUTIOB OB KOUBTAIB 
SLOPES. llATll. l.!SOUI. I.IS 12:108-112. 
ALTZJUllATIV! l.OUTIB!S 101. STllP POL!WAl.D SLOPES .la! BOT I1'CLVDED. 
ALL A!tGL'!S IB IA.DI.US 
aw. Ll ,L2,1,LO 
&UL V,W,I,Y 

























U (T7 .GT .Tl) T3-Tl 
'1'2•T6 










IUllOUTUI POTIT (DATL,Pl,PIC,TIKP) 
C CALCULlTIS llAMOI POTIHTUL IVAJIOTUISPIIATIOI 
I.UL ISAT /* SATUIAT!D VAPOI PUSSVll AT TIKP, UA 













SUBROUTIIE IAINSNOW (PR.ECIP,liIN,ISF,TEMP) 




IF (TEMP .GI. ISF) THEN 
IAII • PUCIP 
ILS! 






SUBIODTIR SIDTEI (IBC,DfTEl,LlI,PE,liD,SAI) 










SUBROUTINE SBSNOINT (DT,IHTSRO,ISCSHO,LAl,SAl,SNO,SROINT) 
c CALCULATES IRTEB.CEPl'ION or SNOW 
Jl.EAL DT,IBTSNO,ISCSRO,LAl,SAI,SNO,SNOINT 
1EAL IBTSNl /* MAX. ALLOWABLE DTEICEPTEJ> SNOW 
INTB.IHSIC MIN 
c 
INTSNl • (LAI+SAl/2.)*0.8333 
SROIBT • SNO * ISCSHO * (Lll+SAI/2.) 
63 
lF ( (llfTSBO • llOilfT*DT) .GT. llTSll) TUI 
C CAPACITY llCllDED 



















SUBROUTINE SBSNOVAP (DT,LAl,PEIV,SAl,SNOVAP,SNOW,TEKP) 





IF (TEMP .GT. 0.) TBEH 








SUIR.OUTIHE SBOWMELT (CC,CCFUR,CCMil,COUBT,COvnnt,DT,GIDMLT, 
* LAI,ME,MELFlJN,MT,BETl.AN,B.S,SAI,SROMLT,SBOW,TEKP) 
C CALCULATES SNOW MELT 
JUUL CCMil,COURT ,DT ,GB.DMLT ,LAl,BETIAR,B.S,SAI, 
* SROMLT,SROW,TEKP 
DfTEGEI. ME ,Kr 
I.EAL CC(450),CCFUR(6),COVFUR(6),MELFUR(6) 
IEAL CLDCOB /* COLD CONTENT or SROWPACK., BOB.MALLY REGATIVE 
INTEGER I /* DO INDEX 
I.EAL MELT /* TEKPER.ATUl.E CONTB.IBUTIOR TO SROWMELT OR. COLD CONTENT 
I.EAL BR.AIR /* I.AIR HELD IR SROWPACI. 






U (llOV .LI. O.) TBD 
llOMLT • O. 
CC(lll) • O. 
ILSI 
C CALCULlTI COLD COITDT 
CLDCOR • O. 
DO 250 I•ME-MT+50,ME-1+50 
CLDCOll • CLDCOR + CC(I) 
IF (CLDCOR .GT. 0.) CLDCOR • O. 
250 COITDml 
C TEMPEi.ATOil! COITJllBUTIOR 
IF (TEMP .GT. 0.) TIU 
MELT • IIT!JlP(LAI/4. + SAl/2., COVFlJR)* 
* IRTEllP(C011HT ,MEL1UR) * l.S * TIMP ' 
ILSI 
MILT • IBT!JlP(C011HT,CCFUR) * TEMP 
DDIF 
CLDCOR • MAX(CLDCOR+MELT*DT,-<:CMAX*SROW) 
IF (CLDCOR .GI. 0.) THEN 
I.In • .nu1. 
Ill.AIR • O. 
ELSI IF (R!tlil .LE. 0.) THEN 
I.IP! • .FALSE. 
lllA.IR • O. 
ELSE 
C I.AIR OR 1JRIPI SNOW 
RI.AIR • llIR(RITJWI, -a.DCOR/D'l') 
DTU.R • Bn'ld - llliIR 
CLDCOR • CLDCOll + RIA.IR*DT 
SROV • SROV + 111.AIR*DT 
IF (CLDCOll .GI. O.) TBD 
I.IP! • • nuz. 
ELSE 
I.IP! • .FALSE. 
DDIF 
DDIF 
IF (lllPI) TBER 
SROKLT • llIR(SROW/DT, GIU>KLT + CLDCOR/DT) 
CC(llE+50) • 999. 
ELSI 
SROKLT • llIR(SROW/DT, GIU>KLT) 









IUllOUTIXI SllVAP (Cl.DT,IVWA.LAI.PllV,PIIV,SAI,81VAP,81'0W) 
C CALCULATIS SOD. IVAPOIATIOR 
c 
&EAL Cl.DT,IVWA.LAt.PllV.PIIV.BAI.llVAP,SROW 
DnlRSIC ilS .MIR 
PllV • PEIV*(AJS(LAI-4.)**2/16.84+.05)*(1.-0.3*SA1) 
IP (SROW .GT. 0.) TlllB 
c 
SIVAP • O. 
ILSI 
IF (Cl*PEIV-IVWA .GT. O.) THEH 
SEVAP • MIR(EVWA/DT.IVWA/CI) 
ILSI 







SUBB.OUTIRE SBTRANS (CT,!ZA.LAI,PEIV.TIABS) 
'\ 
C CALCULATES ACTUAL FJlOM POTEHTIAL TIABSPIIATIOB 
REAL CT,IZA.LAI.P!IV,TIARS 




LAIF • 1.-AJS(LAI/4.-1.)**2 
II' (CT*PBIV-Eli .GT. O.) TllU 
Tl.AJIS • 'IZA.*J.AIF/CT 
BJ.SI 






SUIB.OUTIRE SBGSllP (GSC,GSEIP.GSP.GVZORE) 










IUllOtJTIBI llGVFLO (GSC,CBP,GWl'LO,GV'ZOR!) 





























































/* 1 l>.\Y TIME STEP 
/* FIELD CAPACITY OF !ZONE, AT I. • 2 KM/DAY 
/* DUMMY VAllilLE 
/* ESTIMATE OF FLOW IRTO IZOR! 
/* UCIPllOCAL OF ALLOWABLE CBARGE D IRTElVAL 
/* TIME STEP 
/* IBTUVAL EDRAD 
/* IITEllVAL IRFIL 
/* IBTUVAL DTFLO 
I* IRTElVAL SIRFIL 
/* IBTUVAL SBOFLO 
I* Ill'IEllVAL SUIFLO 
/* IBTDVAL UDU.IB 
/* IRTEllVAL UZOUT 
/*DO INDEX 
/* IS'IIMATED !ZONE DIAIBAGI 
/* MilIMDM EXPECTED DU.IRAGE ROM IZOR 
/* I.IMAX VHEU SLOPE • 1 
/* ESTIMATED UZOR! DI.ADAGE 
/* RUKBU OF ITERATIONS 
I* FIELD CAPACITY or uzon. AT I. - 2 HM/DAY 
/* DUMMY VAlIABLE 
/* ESTIMATE or now IBTo uzon 
IBTlIRSIC MIR,MAX,llEAL,EXP 
PAIAMETEll (r • 20 • ) /* 1/ 5% 




c ISTIHATION or RUKIU OF ITEIATIORS NEEDED FOil DAY 
c 
EF • IZDEP*(2.0/1.EINT)**(l./IESLP) 








ISTDIAT! or 1%11 
IZll • llE'l'l.AJ+llOKLT 
ISTDIATI or VZII 
&l • (IZOD+IZU*DT)/(KISLP*DT) 
&IMAl • ll(IZOl!+IZU*JJT) 
11 (llKAl .LT. &l) tllR 
VZIM • llMil 
ILS! 11 (UKAl .LT. IZII) TIEN 
VZIM • l!MAX 
ILSE IF (11 .CT. !ZIN) THEN 
VZIN • ll 
ILSE 
VZII • 1%11 
DDIF ~ 
DMlll or ITllATIOIS D DAY 
ll' (UMil .LT. 0.15 .AllD. O(VZORl+VZil*l>T) 
•IT • 2 
ILSI 
IIT • Kil ( 2., 
* l*IZil/IF + 0.9, 
* l'*XE(IZORl)/11 + 0.9, 
* l*UZil/VF + 0.9, 
* r~(UZORE)/UF + 0.9) 
IRDI1 
B • DT/UAL(IIT) 
EDIAII • O. 
VZOUT • O. 
UPIL • O. 
IIDIL • O. 
IUULO • O. 
••ono • o. 
VDIAII • O. 
IBTl'LO • O. 
c SOUIC! au COITlIIU'l'IOI 
c 
c 
P2T • PC*EXP(PAC*IZORE/IZDEP)+IKPEIV 
ftT • llD (ftT, 1.) 
BSROFLO • ftT*SIOMLT 
BSUIFLO • ftT*DTU.R 
BSIHFIL • SROMLT -BSIOFLO 
BIHFIL • DTU.R - BSUULO 
C IBTEl.FLOW 
c 
IZORI • IZORE+(BSDtJ'IL+BIIFIL)*K 
BEDIAIR • ll(IZORE) 
BUZOUT • KU(UZORE) 
BUDIAII • BUZOUT*DILIC 
BINTFLO • BlJZOUT*( 1.-DUC) 
68 
'\ 
.LT. 0.15) tllR 
c 
C l!W IZORE, VZORE 
c 
IZORE • IZOR-IIDl.AIB*B 
VZONE • VZORE+(IIDIAIR-BIITFLO-BUDIAIR)*B 
c 
C SUMS FOi TBE DAY 
c 
IDllADi • !DRAIN + BEDllAl.N*B 
UZOUT • UZOUT + BUZOUT*H 
lNFIL • INFIL + BINFIL*H 
SIHFIL • SIRFIL + BSIRFIL*B 
SUU'LO • StJU'LO + BSUU'LO*B 
- SHOFLO • SliOFLO + BSROFLO*B 
UDliIR • VDIAIB + BUDIAIR*B 







SUBllOUTin SlJM.illl (00,DT) 
c 
c 








SUM( 8:2 9) 
DT 
/* DO IBDEDS 
/* lOW LABELS 101 MORTBLY OUTPUT, 2 9 LIDS 









/* ADUAL TOTALS, LIDS 8 TO 29 
/* TIME STEP, 1 DAY 
/* TOTAL IVAPOIATIOI IATE 
DATA LABEL/'IBTSRO,!BD' ,'SIOW,IRD ','IZORE,AV ', 
* '!ZORE,IRD ','OZORE,AV ','VZORE,ERD ','GVZORE,IRD', 
* 'MESFL0,1.AW','SIMFLO,IAW' ,'Pl.ICIP ','TIABSPII.. ', 
* 'SOIL IV.AP.', 'SIOWVAP ','IA.II IRT. ', 'UTVAP ', 
* 'TOT. IV.AP.' ,'Pl ','SIOWIRT ','SIOWFALL ', 
* 'SIOVIJIFIL.', 'DIFIL. ', 'ICDIAIR ', 'IITEIFLOV ', 
* 'ODIAIR ','GllD. S!EP.','GID. FLOW ','SUULOW ', 
* 'SROWFLOW ' , 'AV. TEMP. '/ 
IF (IOi.LE.12) TBEN 
C ACCUKtJU'IIOR FOil MONTH 
IF (la: • EQ .1) TBER 
C IRITIALlZE KSUM ARD ARHUAL TEMPEIATtJRE 
SUM( 29) • O. 
DO 3 1•1,29 
DO 3 J•l,12 










TOTAL IVAPOIATlON AJ1> ST1E.AMFLOW 
DAllY tALUES UTO Al.lilS 101 YEA! 
IVAP • llTVAP + llTEI + SNOVAP + TUIS + S!VAP 




































S1JK(29)•SUM(29) + T!MP/l!AL(I) 
IF (IOD) TllER 
C DAILY OUTPUT 







C Al'1'UAL SlJMMilY 
DO 20 1•8,28 
SlJM(l)•O. 




WRITI (OO,'(''l'',17X,12(A3,5X),"TOTAL '')') 
* (CMONTB(l),I•l,12) 
WRITE (U0,'(7(/,2.l,Al0,2.l,12F8.2))') (LA.BEL(l), 
* (MSUM(J,1),J•l,12),1•1,7) , 
WIT! (tJO, '(/ ,22(/ ,2X,Al0,2X, 12F8.2,110.2))') , 









SUJJtO'DTIB! SMOOTB (tJO) 






UAL SlJMl ,S1JM2 
IEAL IMRMSF(366) 
UAL JDmSTl(366) 
/* DO DD!DS 
I* OUTPUT rxu UllIT 
/* TEMP OLUY SUMS 
/* lUHNIIG llUB MEASUl!D STUAKl'LOW 
/* l.UDIRG DAR SIMULA.TED STl.!AMFLOW 









DO 20 1•2,1'-2 
SUMl-0. 
SUM2•0. 

















SUBROUTINE STAT (UO) 






I.EAL Al /* MCCUEN-SNYJ>El COIJECTIOR 
CILIJlACT!l*l AMONTB /* MME OF MONTB 
UAL I /* SUM OF Cl.OSS PlODUCTS 
UA.L COil /* MCCUEN-SMYl>El COJUl!LATION COEFFICIENT 
I.EAL DIFF /* MEAN DIFFEIENC! 
UAL r /* SUM OF SQUJJl!S or DlrFEllERC! 
llAL FMDAY /* UAL VALUE 101 DAYS D MORTB 
INTEGER l,M,MM /* DO UDEXES 
UTEGEI llDAY /* IDMBEI or DAYS II llORTB 01. YEil 
IRTEGEI. 11 /* MONTB IUMl!I 
I.EAL I /* PlillSON COUELATIOM COEFFICIENT 
IE.AL SDI> /* STAJmAID DEVIATION or DIFFEllENCES 
UTEGEI UO /* OUTPUT DEVICE Rmm!ll 
UAL Dil, YB.il /* MEARS or MEASUUJ> .ARD SIMULATED n.ovs 
I.EAL XSUM,YSUM /* SUMS or MEASUIED ARD SIMULA.TED nows 
UAL XSUM2,YSUM2 /* SQUil!S OF SUMS 





100 FORMAT {//' llORTB llEASUUD SIKOLA.TED llUR', 
* ' St. DEV. SM. SQ. COi.i.. llOD COi.i. ', 
* 'TOTAL TOTAL',/17%,'llUR HEAN DIFF. 
* '01 J>ll'F. OF DIFF. COEF. COEF. MEAS noV'. 
* ' SDI FLOW'/) 
DO 30 HM•l ,2 
MM•l 101 DDIVIDUAL MORTBS, 2 FOR WHOLE ?EAi. 
DO 20 M•l,lU 
llDAY•ID(M) 






























IF (AB.CT.l.) A'J,•l/AJ 
COll•AJ*I. 
IF (KM.!Q.2) GO 'l'O 35 
Vl.ITE (V0,'(2X,A3,8X,3Fl0.2,Fl0.3,Fl0.2,2Fl0.3,2FlO.l)') 
1 AMOHTB,XIAll,YIAll,DlFF,SDD,r,1,coa1,XstJM,YSUM 




35 VI.IT! (VO,'(lX,"TOTAL '',2X,3110.2,Fl0.3,Fl0.2, 








SVBROUTDE PLOTl (VO) 





/* BAME or MORTB 
I* DAY lflJMIEl 
I* KORTH JllJMIEl 
DTr.GEl MDAY 
lBTECEl RM,NN 






IF (IPF) THEN 
c now PLOT 
KE•O 
/* OUTPUT FllE UNIT 
Vl.ITE (VO,'(lBl,''. Pl.ECIP * MEsno 
73 
+ SIMFLO'')') 
DO 20 J3•1.11MO 
AMOin'B•CMORTJl(J3) 
MDAY•MD(J3) 
l>O 10 J2•1.MDAY 
ME-ME+l 
CALL PPLOT (MSF(M!) .STIFLO(ME) .PPT(M!), 
1 1MA11."!MIN1.J2.AMONTB,J3,KDAY.UO) 
10 CONTIRtJI 
20 COl\"T 1.NUE 
ENDU 
11 (Ips) THEN 
C STORAGE PLOT 
IF (DIV.L!.0.0) DIV•l.O 
llalTE (UO,'(lBl,''• VZONE * SIOW + !ZOHE''/ 
1 '' VZOIE SCALE FACTOI. •''15.2)') DIV 
ME•O 
DO 40 Jl•l,IKO 
AMONTB-CKONTll(Jl) 
HDAY•RJ>(Jl) 
DO 30 J2•1,MDAY 
ME•ME+l 
CALL PPLOT (SROWl(ME) ,EZOR!l(ME) ,VZON!l(ME)/DIV, 











c on LIME or PLOTTED OUTPUT 
c 
$DSEJlT COMM 
CJIAIACTEl.*3 AMONTll /* 1IAME or llORTB 
D'TIGEI. J ,II /* DO UDIDS 
DTEGEJl J2 /* DAY IUHBEI 
D'TIGll. J3 /* llORTB llJMIEl 
DT!Glll Lll /* BUKIEI or POIRT OR LIRE 
CJWLACTElt*l KAP( 101) /* LID OF PLOT SYMBOLS 
INTEGEI MDAY /* IUJMBEI OP DAYS IN MONT! 
INTEGER ISP /* SCALED VALUE TO IE PLOTIED 
CBAIACTER*l SYMBOL(4)/* Al.IA? or PLOT SYMBOLS 
CBAliCTElt* 1 SR /* * IF Sl10W 
IJITEGEI. UO /* OUTPUT FILE U'HIT 
UAL DU.X,IKIR/* MAX. aD MIR. VALUES ON I .UIS 
I.EAL XD /* X AXIS URGE 
UAL Xl,X2,D /* TD.EE VALUES TO IE PLOTTED ON LIHE 
I.EAL 1(3) /* Al.IAY or VALUES TO IE PLOTTED 
llAL YS( 11) /* X AXIS SCALE VALUES 






11 (ME.LE. I) TIEN 
C l!GINRIIC OF PLOT, SCALE ARD J>llAV AXIS 
Xl>•lOO./(JKAl-JMIN) 
J>O 50 J•l,11 
YS(J)•XMIN+lO.O*(J-1)/XD 
50 CO~'TI~-Ur 
WllTE (00,'('' '' ,26X,11(F6.2,4l))') ?S 
J>O 60 Llll•l,100 
MAP(Lll)•'-"' 
60 COHTDnJE 
DO 70 Lil•l,100,10 
MAP(Lll)•'+"' 
70 COHTINUE 
MAP( 101)•' +' 
WI.IT! (VO,'('' '',281,"''I'' ,101Al)') MAP 
DDIF 
J>O 90 J•l, 101 
MAP(J)•"' "' 
90 CORTINUE 
DO 130 11• 1,l 
C SCALE POINTS 
•SP•(X(RI)-XHDi)*XD+l.49999999 
D (ISP.R!.0) TllD 
IF (ISP.GT.101) BSP-101 
IF (ISP.LT.O) ISP•l 






13 0 CORTIHUE 
811•"' .. 
11 (SROWl(ME).GT.O.) SR•'*' 
W&ITl(UO,'("'' "'"' ,A3,13,14,1X,2(F4.0,1X),r5.l,Al,1X,"I'',101Al)') 
* AM011TB,J2,ME,IAI1U(ME) ,SIOl(ME) ,TMP(ME) ,SR,HAP 
11 (Jl.n.12.oa.J2.n.MDAY) TBER 
UTUU 
ELSE 
C DD OF YE.All 




DO 180 Lllt•l ,100, JO 
MAl(Lll)•'"'•'"' 
180 CORT IllUE 
KAP( 101)•'"' +'"' 
c 
VlIT! (UO,'"'('"''"' '"''"',28X,''l'',101Al)'"') MAP 









UAL 111RCTION IJITEIP (ll,1111fCT) '· 













/* AIJAY or PAilS OF VALUES 
/* DO INDEXES 
/* X VALUE 
/* SERIES or x VALUES OF FUNCT 
I* SERIES or l VALOIS OF 111NCT 
10 
20 





DO 20 J•l,10 
IF (ll .IQ. ll(J)) THIN 
DtTEU • YY(J) 
UTUU 








cunn 11. SAMPLI DPUT DATA SETS 
Data file for Bubbard Brook Vater1bed 3 1966-67 
•a66W3' 365 t 6 1966 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 22.0 0.5 o.o 0.7 9.1 35.5 o.o o.o o.o 7.2 
2.9 13.7 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 S.8 3.4 0.0 o.o 
4.5 0.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 51.2 o.o 1.1 o.o 17.7 o.o 1.2 
2.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.5 10.4 1.0 1.1 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
o.o 7.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o 19.7 o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.4 o.o o.o 
0.3 54.2 24.9 0.7 o.o 1.2 2.4 1.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o 54.4 16.1 
0.2 1.1 2.5 5.2 o.o o.o 6.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o 44.8 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.8 1.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
17.6 31.3 4.3 2.1 0.9 o.o o.o o.o 5.2 5.4 6.5 o.o o.o 10.1 
3.7 o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.8 1.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.8 o.o o.o 
25.0 24.4 1.s o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
%3.3 49.2 o.o 2.8 ).4 o.o 2.8 2.1 11.0 9.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.8 2.1 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.4 o.o o.o 1.5 10.5 
12.0 2.0 3.6 o.o o.o 1.1 o.o 9.3 15.8 o.o o.o 2.2 o.o 0.8 
7.5 o.o 0.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.9 7.6 17.5 1.1 o.o 
o.o 28.2 1.2 o.o 5.5 1.0 2.1 3.4 3.7 0.8 6.0 0.5 o.o o.o 
0.7 3.5 1.2 0.6 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 12.4 o.o 
0.6 0.3 3.7 10.5 0.6 o.o o.o 2.9 18.3 o.o 7.2 2.0 o.o 3.7 
o.o o.o o.o 2.1 o~o o.o o.9 o.o 6.5 o.o o.o o.o 9.7 4.4 
o.o 32.0 2.3 o.o o.o 1.2 5.3 0.2 0.9 3.6 0.3 8.5 1.5 12.9 
o.o o.o 0.0· o.o o.o o.o 8.0 6.5 3.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 1.0 0.0 o.o o.o 1.5 4.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o 4.2 6.8 o.o 
o.o 16.2 13.7 o.o 4.7 16.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 7.4 12.9 10.4 22.2 
4.5 o.o o.o 1.0 6.3 0.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 8.5 
16.3 1.7 1.3 o.o 6.8 1.1 1.2 0.1 14.8 1.4 o.o 0.2 17.2 o.o 
o.o 1.1 16.6 1.5 o.o 1.5 o.o 0.1 12.9 4.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 
1.9 12.8 15.6 18.9 21.1 22.8 20.0 18.3 15.0 7.8 10.0 14.4 12.8 22.2 
18.3 13.3 16.7 16.7 17.8 20.6 17.8 17.8 20.0 22.2 13.3 17.8 24.4 23.3 
21.7 18.9 20.0 23.3 26.7 21.1 20.0 16.7 22.2 19.4 18.9 20.0 20.6 21.1 
22.2 17.8 15.6 15.6 17.8 18.9 17.8 14.4 12.2 15.6 20.0 22.2 22.2 18.9 
15.6 14.4 18.3 17.8 18.3 20.0 19.4 14.4 17.8 20.0 19.4 22.2 22.8 21.1 
20.0 20.0 17.2 15.0 15.6 16.1 17.8 20.0 20.6 20.0 16.7 16.1 13.3 15.0 
14.4 16.1 15.6 17.2 14.4 16.7 21.1 20.0 18.3 20.0 12.2 9.4 16.1 15.6 
14.4 16.7 17.8 18.3 11.1 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 7.8 12.2 15.6 11.7 8.9 
6.7 11.1 7.8 6.7 6.7 5.6 6.7 10.6 9.4 10.0 5.0 7.2 7.8 8.9 
8.9 3.3 10.0 15.0 16.7 8.9 5.0 3.3 3.3 6.7 7.8 9.4 3.3 4.4 
5.6 3.9 4.4 8.9 9.4 10.0 7.2 4.4 6.7 11.l 5.6 -5.6 -3.3 6.7 
12.2 8.3 o.o -0.6 1.1 2.8 3.3 7.2 11.7 9.4 4.4 -1.l -2.2 -3.9 
-5.6 2.2 5.6 -1.1 -1.1 o.o -0.6 3.3 6.7 5.6 7.8 6.7 8.3 5.6 
1.7 o.o -6.7-12.2-10.0 -6.7 -2.8 -2.8 3.9 10.0 12.2 4.4 -4.4 -4.4 
-1.7 -6.7 -7.2 -1.1 -1.1-10.0-10.0 -6.7 -4.4-10.0-10.0 -8.9 -7.8 -8.9 
-10.0 -5.6 -8.9 -8.9 -6.7 -3.3 -3.9 -1.7 -3.3-11.7 -7.8 -3.3 -5.6 -5.6 
-5.6 -8.3 o.o -3.3 -0.6 -8.9 -6.7-13.3-18.9-10.0 -3.3 2.2 4.4 6.7 
-0.6 2.2 -3.3 -4.4-11.1-12.2 -8.9 -1.7 -4.4-10.0 -9.4 -3.3-17.2-16.7 
-12.2 -8.9 -4.4 -7.8-22.8-15.6-11.1 2.2 -7.8-14.4-15.0-12.2-11.1 -7.2 
-7.8 -4.4-11.1-16.7-12.8 -8.3 -4.4-14.4-13.3 -0.6 -6.7 -8.9 -3.3 -6.1 
-6.7 -5.6 2.8 7.2 -4.4 -5.6 o.o -3.3-12.2-17.2-18.9-12.2 -6.7 -6.7 
-5.6 -3.3 -1.1 o.o 3.3 1.7 3.3 2.8 2.8 2.8 8.3 10.0 4.4 -5.6 
5.0 o.o -2.2 1.1 2.8 1.1 -7.8 -6.7 2.8 8.3 2.2 -2.2 -1.1 -0.6 
77 
1.1 2.2 3.9 3.9 2.2 2.2 1.1 3.9 S.6 6.7 4.4 7.1 12.2 9.4 
6.1 s.o 3.9 3.9 2.1 2.1 4.4 3.3 s.o 4.4 s.o 7.2 S.6 S.6 
'·' 
6.7 11.1 10.0 7.2 7.2 1.3 1.9 3.9 3.3 7.1 12.2 10.0 1.9 
1.9 
0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 1. 9 0.1 0.6 0.5 7.8 4.6 2.1 1.4 1.2 
1.3 2.1 2.6 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.1 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 
0.1 0 .1 0.1 o.o o.o o.o 0.1 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 1.0 1.5 0.9 0.2 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0.1 0.1 0.0 o.o 2.2 9.4 
2.1 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 o.o 3.6 3.2 0.9 
0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.1 2.8 3.0 1.3 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.4 
1.6 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.4 o.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 Q.4 0.5 o.s 0.5 
1.1 15.7 4.7 2.8 2.1 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.7 
1.9 43.1 10.6 4.6 3.3 2.8 2.7 2.8 3.1 10.5 4.8 3.1 2.4 2.0 
1.7 1.5 1.8 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 2.6 
3.7 2.4 1.9 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 7.0 8.o 4.2 3.4 2.5 2.0 
1.8 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.0 2.5 
2.0 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 1.0 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
0.4 0.4 0.6 2.0 2.1 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8 
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.2 3.3 6.6 5.9 5.5 14.3 35.2 51.4 11.7 
8.5 6.7 4.2 3.3 . 5.1 23.1 9.3 4.7 4.3 5.3 6.2 4.1 3.0 2.7 
2.4 3.7 5.4 8.6 8.3 5.9 6.1 6.9 6.1 5.4 5.2 4.6 4.5 4.5 
17.5 7.5 4.7 3.5 2.8 3.3 2.9 2.4 2.6 5.7 3.4 2.6 4.9 5.5 
3.4 2.8 4.4 4.7 3.3 2.6 2.2 1.9 2.1 3.6 2.7 2.2 1.8 1.6 
1.4 
Parameter file for Bubbard Brook Watershed 3 
43.95 12.1 203.2 
0.75 0.045 10 0.4 -2.8 0.35 
40.0 4.lE-6 0.01 
28.0 12.0 1.0 
635. 40. 50. 0.09 
2.039£07 12.56 2.039!07 12.56 
0 0 0 
0 3.0 1 1. 75 2 1.00 
0 0.7 172 2.17 366 0.7 
0 0.2 172 0.4 366 0.2 
1 0 136 0 166 4 258 4 288 0 366 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 366 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 25 0 250 1 
150.51 9.72 0 0 0 
78 
Data file for Coveeta Vater1bed 14 1968-69 
'C68W4' 365 T 5 1968 
o.o 5.6 o.o o.o 14.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 32.3 4.1 o.o 27.4 
0.5 13.2 4.1 0.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 28.7 1.3 3.8 
11.2 o.o o.o 0.8 1.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o 22.4 34.3 1.0 o.o 3.0 
3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 7.6 1.3 4.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.5 o.o 
2.5 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 9.1 1.3 8.1 o.o o.o o.o 0.3 5.8 
16.3 0.0 2.5 7.9 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.3 5.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.3 0.5 21.1 o.o o.o 12.4 2.0 11.2 9.4 29.2 41.7 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 1.3 o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 3.0 3.6 o.o o.o 8.1 0.8 
0.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 19.1 i2.4 o.o 0.8 
o.o 3.0 o.o o.o 0.5 3.0 o.o 0.5 o.o o.o 0.5 o.o o.o 11.7 
44.5 25.9 0.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.3 2.0 o.o o.o 23.1 o.o o.o o.o 0.8 o.o o.o 12.2 o.o o.o 
16.3 8.1 13.2 6.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 21.8 o.o 8.9 o.o 0.3 7.6 13.5 5.1 2.3 
o.o 4.6 o.o o.o 23.1 18.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 
o.o 26.9 o.o o.o 23.6 o.o 17.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 27.7 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.4 0.0 9.1 53.6 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 5.1 43.2 o.o o.o 10.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.5 o.o o.o 
o.o 3.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.9 51.3 39.1 o.o 
3.6 8.9 6.4 o.o o.o 1.5 31.8 1.0 3.0 8.4 46.0 49.3 o.o o.o 
o.o 24.6 o.o 22.9 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 21.1 10.4 0.8 1.0 
o.o o.o o.o 19.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 14.7 5.1 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 17.3 o.a 3.o 1.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 40.9 
o.o 0.3 o.o o.o 11.4 22.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.3 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 23.9 5.1 o.o o.o o.o 11.4 1.8 o.o o.o 40.1 48.3 
o.o 8.1 56.6 0.5 o.o o.o 4.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 4.1 o.o 
o.o 
14.7 15.8 16.4 14.7 9.7 10.0 9.7 15.0 13.6 15.6 16.9 20.0 18.3 18.9 
21.7 20.6 14.7 18.1 14.2 12.2 10.0 11.9 17.2 21.1 19.2 17.8 18.6 13.3 
12.8 13.3 14.7 16.4 20.0 20.6 18.3 19.4 17.2 16.4 20.0 22.2 22.8 21.9 
20.0 18.3 15.6 17.8 19.2 17.5 19.7 21.1 20.8 18.9 19.7 20.3 21.1 21.1 
23.1 18.1 14.4 18.6 21.1 22.2 22.5 20.6 19.7 19.2 22.8 21.4 21.9 19.4 
21.7 21.9 21.4 20.3 22.2 22.2 23.1 22.8 22.8 22.5 22.5 21.7 22.5 21.9 
21.1 23.1 23.9 24.2 24.2 21.4 21.9 23.1 23.6 23.9 22.8 23.3 24.4 24.7 
24.2 25.0 25.6 24.4 23.6 22.5 23.1 23.6 22.2 24.2 24.7 24.4 23.3 25.6 
26.1 25.3 24.4 24.2 23.3 21.9 16.9 16.4 15.3 15.8 14.2 17.5 19.7 18.1 
19.2 20.3 21.9 16.7 16.7 18.6 20.0 14.7 14.2 15.8 17.8 15.8 15.6 17.8 
15.6 16.7 18.9 18.3 18.1 16.4 17.5 17.5 15.8 18.6 17.2 17.2 16.1 16.1 
15.8 17.5 9.4 5.8 9.2 16.9 17.8 15.8 15.3 16.7 17.5 18.6 17.2 17.5 
14.7 17.8 18.6 18.3 12.8 12.2 11.9 12.8 8.6 5.8 6.7 7.2 6.4 5.0 
6.7 10.8 13.3 13.6 13.1 13.9 12.8 13.9 11.9 7.2 1.7 2.5 1.9 -0.3 
2.2 5.3 8.3 15.6 10.8 11.1 0.6 0.8 1.9 8.6 6.1 5.6 4.2 5.8 
7.2 15.0 7.5 7.2 6.9 9.2 7.2 1.7 5.0 3.3 4.7 o.o -1.4 -2.8 
0.6-17.8 9.7 -2.8 -3.6 -1.9 o.o 5.8 11.7 7.2 3.3 5.3 1.1 o.o 
-1.1 1.1 3.9 8.1 3.9 1.4 5.8 -3.1 -3.1 1.7 -2.8 -6.7 -4.7 0.6 
-1.7 8.9 -3.3 -2.2 -3.3 I.I -0.3 1.9 2.5 4.4 10.3 10.0 7.5 8.6 
8.3 7.2 10.6 0.8 -1.1 -1.1 2.5 8.3 12.5 13.3 12.8 12.8 5.3 1.9 
5.6 4.4 7.8 6.7 3.9 3.1 4.4 3.1 -1.1 -0.8 -2.2 3.1 1.9 2.8 
1.9 4.4 4.4 1.1 5.6 5.0 4.2 3.9 3.9 2.2 3.9 5.3 1.4 1.4 
3.1 2.2 3.6 4.7 4.4 0.6 -1.4 -1.7 3.1 4.7 5.6 8.1 7.8 8.9 
11.4 10.0 10.3 6.9 5.3 13.6 11.1 3.1 4.7 6.1 9.4 10.0 6.9 9.7 
79 
14.7 16.1 17.2 16.4 16.4 10.6 11.1 13.3 14.4 15.3 13.1 13.1 10.0 14.2 
19.2 16.4 19.2 11.9 11.1 11.7 11.4 7.2 11.9 10.1 13.9 15.3 16.9 15.1 
12.2 
2.8 3.1 2.1 3.1 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 3.6 3.4 2.9 4.6 
3.6 3.6 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.4 3.1 2.8 2.5 
2.6 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.4 3.8 2.7 2.3 2.3 
2.2 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 
1.7 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1. 8 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 
1.8 1.5 1. 7 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 
1.2 1.1 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.4 3.1 4.6 2.2 1.7 1.5 
1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 l.O 1.4 1.1 
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.2 2.0 1.0 0.9 
0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 o. "8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 
2.2 2.9 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 . 
0.8 0.1 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 
1.0 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 
0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.5 3.2 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 
1.0 2.0 1.4 1.2 2.0 1.7 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 
1.2 1.2 2.1 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.3 5.2 4.0 2.7 
2.2 2.0 2.0 5.6 3.3 2.8 2.9 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.9 
1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7 3.7 8.9 4.2 
3.4 3.3 3.5 3.0 2.8 2.7 3.8 4.2 3.6 3.5 6.8 13.8 10.0 7.3 
6.3 6.9 6.3 6.8 6.4 5.7 5.4 5.1 4.8 4.6 4.7 5.0 4.6 4.3 
4.1 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.9 3.6 3.5 3.4 
3.3 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 4.5 
4.5 3.7 3.4 3.2 3.2 4.9 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 
2.9 2.8 2.8 3.4 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.2 2.9 2.8 2.7 3.8 9.3 
7.0 5.1 10.9 8.7 6.6 5.8 5.5 5.2 4.9 4.7 4.6 4.4 4.4 4.3 
4.1 
Parameter file for Coveeta Vater1bed 14 
35.05 18.0 310.0 
25.0 7.4E-5 0.01 
25.0 3.00 1.2 
900. 4200. 50. 0.09 
1.051E07 11. 74 1.051!07 11.74 
0.4 0.005 o.o 
0 3.0 1 1.75 2 1.00 
0 0.7 172 2.17 366 o. 7 
0 0.2 172 0.4 366 0.2 
1 .5 106 .5 136 4.0 289 4.0 321 0.5 366 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2.0 366 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 25 0 250 8.0 
227.72 1160.75 244.09 0 0 
80 
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lt.4 1• • • 
JVL 
' 
,, o. •• 
... , I• • • 
JUL It 40 ... o • 10.0 1• • • 
JVL II 41 o. o. 20.6 1• • • 
JUL U 42 1. o. 21.1 1• • • 
JVL U 4J 2. o. 22.2 1• • • 
JUL 14 44 o. o. 17.1 1• • • 
JUL 15 4' o. o. 15.6 1• • 
MAI IS 291 o. 
'· 
•J,J• I • • • 
MAI 16 2H o. 4. •U.2* I . • • 
II.A.I 11 HO o. O. -17 .ze I . • • 
tc4l II 291 o. O. •II.'* I • • • 
II.A.I It 292 o. O. -12.2* I . • • 
tc4l 20 29) o. o. -6,7• I • • • 
ICU 21 294 o. o. -6.7• • • • 
tw. 21 295 o. o. _,,,. • • • 
MU 2l 2• o. 1. -J.J• • • • 
MAI 24 297 o. o. -1.1• • • • 
Mil 2' 291 o. o. o ... • • • 
MAI 26 Ht o. o. J.J• • • • 
Mil 27 JOO 2. o. 1.7• • • • 
. MAI 21 JOI 4. o. J.J• • • • 
Mil H JOZ o. o. 2 ... • • • 
MAI 30 303 o. o. 2.1* • • • 
Mil 31 JM o. o. 2 ... • • • 
Aft I 305 o. o. 1.3• • • • 
.A.Pl 2 ,.,. 4 • o. IO.O* . • • 
Aft , 307 1. •• 4.4• I . • • 
.A.Pl 4 JOI o. o. •5.6* I • • • 
Aft 
' Jot •• o. 5.0* I • • • 
.A.Pl 
' 310 H. o • O.O* I • • • Aft 1 JU 14. o. •2.2* I • • • 
.A.Pl I JU o • o. 1.1• I • • • 
.A.Pl t JIJ 
'· 
o. 2 ... I • • • ,, ,, 
.A.Pl 10 314 H. o. I.I• I • • • 
.An II JU o. o. •7.1* I • • • AH II 316 o. o. -6,7• I • • • 
.A.Pl lJ JU •• o. 2.1* I • • • Ari 14 311 •• •• l.l 1• • • An U JU 1. o. 2.2 1• . • 
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lllOll,Dlt o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo .... .... o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
llOlll,U tn.u I,, ... 140.71 154.,. UJ.'7 171.21 111.0 154.0I 14t.41 1'7.40 244.tt 241.ot 
IZOQ,DD Ut.U U4,U l4J.OI IJ7.t2 H6,70 lll.4' 24'.ll 2'4.02 HO.IJ Ul.12 2J7." 221.u 
OZOll,U lllt.26 llOJ.71 1061.51 IOJl.7t 1017.IO 1002.04 1001.74 1071.66 1150.75 1225.24 1111.15 lllt.20 
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